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Abstract

A graph is said to beG-perfect if its stable set polytope is described by: nonnegativity inequalities, rank
inequalities, lifted5-wheel inequalities and some special inequalities calledmultiple geared inequalities.

We prove that a large number of claw-free graphs with stability number greater than three areG-
perfect. This result moves a significant step towards the solution of the longstanding open problem of
finding a linear description of the stable set polytope of claw-free graphs.

Key words: stable set polytope, claw-free graphs, polyhedral combinatorics.
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1. Introduction

A well-known result of Grötschel, Lovász and Schrijver [12] states that the existence of a polynomial
time algorithm to optimize over a polyhedronP is equivalent to the existence of a polynomial time
algorithm for the separation problem overP . Therefore, a largely accepted conjecture in the Mixed-
Integer Programming community is that if there exists a polynomial time algorithm to optimize over a
polyhedronP then an explicit description of the defining linear system ofP can also be found. Only for
very few known problems [4] this conjecture is still open andone of them is the stable set problem for
claw-free graphs.

Given a graphG = (V,E) and a vectorw ∈ QV
+ of node weights, thestable set problemis the

problem of finding a set of pairwise nonadjacent nodes(stable set)of G of maximum weight. We denote
byα(G,w) the maximum weight of a stable set ofG and we refer toα(G) = α(G,1) (1 being the vector
of all ones) as thestability numberof G. Thestable set polytope, denoted bySTAB(G), is the convex
hull of the incidence vectors of the stable sets ofG. A linear systemAx ≤ b is said to bedefiningfor
STAB(G) if STAB(G) = {x ∈ RV : Ax ≤ b}. So, finding the defining linear system forSTAB(G) is
equivalent to transform the original optimization probleminto the linear programmax{wT x : Ax ≤ b}.
Since the stable set problem isNP -hard, it is unlikely to find a defining linear system ofSTAB(G) for
general graphs. Nevertheless the study of the facial structure of the stable set polytope remains one of
the main research topic in combinatorial optimization [3, 18, 25, 27].

For the claw-free graphs there exists a polynomial time algorithm to optimize overSTAB(G) [14, 15,
17] but finding an explicit linear description ofSTAB(G) is still an open problem [22].

A linear inequality
∑

j∈V πjxj ≤ π0 is said to be arank inequalityfor STAB(G) if πi = 1 for each
i ∈ S ⊆ V , πi = 0 for eachi ∈ V \S andπ0 = α(G[S]), whereG[S] is the subgraph ofG induced byS.
In 1965 Edmonds proved that the stable set polytope of a subclass of claw-free graphs, theline graphs,
is described only by rank inequalities [5]. The line graphL(G) of a graphG is obtained by considering
the edges ofG as nodes ofL(G) and two nodes ofL(G) are adjacent if and only if the corresponding
edges ofG have a common endnode.

After that pioneering result it seemed natural to look for the linear description of the stable set poly-
tope of graphs that generalize line graphs: in particular,claw-free graphs, i.e., graphs such that the
neighborhood of each node has no stable set of size three, andquasi-line graphs, i.e., graphs such that
the neighborhood of each node can be partitioned into two cliques. Notice that the class of claw-free
graphs properly contains the class of quasi-line graphs andboth classes properly contain the line graphs.

Despite many research efforts [11, 21, 10, 16, 13], all the conjectures concerning the inequalities that
are facet defining forSTAB(G) whenG is claw-free or quasi-line were disproved. Here we mention
four of them: the first three were disproved in [11] and the last one is more recent [24] and it was
disproved in [8]:

LetG = (V,E) be a claw-free graph and let
∑

i∈V πixi ≤ π0 be an inequality that is facet defining for
STAB(G).

Conjecture 1. IfG is quasi-line then
∑

i∈V πixi ≤ π0 is a rank inequality,

Conjecture 2.πi ∈ {0, 1, 2} for all i ∈ V ,

Conjecture 3.
∑

i∈V πixi ≤ π0 can be obtained by a single application of the Chvatál’s procedure
to clique inequalities,

Conjecture 4. Ifα(G) ≥ 4 andG not quasi-line, then
∑

i∈V πixi ≤ π0 is either a rank inequality
or a (lifted) 5-wheel inequality.

The disproval of all these conjectures indicates that the extension of the results on the matching poly-
tope to the stable set polytope is not so trivial. In particular, the disproval of Conjecture 1 implies that
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rank inequalities are not sufficient to describeSTAB(G) as long asG is not a line graph.
We had to wait for the results of Chudnovsky and Seymour on claw-free graphs [2] to gain a new

perspective on all the work that has been done so far about thefacial structure ofSTAB(G). They
proved that every claw-free graph that does not admit a1-join either has stability number at most 3 or it
is fuzzy circular interval or it can be obtained by composingthree types of graphs, calledstrips: fuzzy
linear interval strips, fuzzyXX-strips and fuzzy antihat strips. Moreover, they showed that every quasi-
line graph belongs to eitherQℓ orQc, whereQℓ denote the set of quasi-line graphs that are composition
of fuzzy linear interval strips andQc denote the set of quasi-line graphs that are fuzzy circular interval
[1].

All these different classes of graphs behave quite differently from the polyhedral point of view: in
fact, while theEdmonds inequalitiessuffice to provide a linear description ofSTAB(G) whenG ∈ Qℓ

[1], more complicated inequalities, i.e., theclique-family inequalities, come into play whenG ∈ Qc as
shown by Eisenbrand et al. [6]. Moreover, while the caseα(G) = 2 has been solved by Cook years ago
(see [23]), forα(G) = 3 the roots of the facet defining inequalities ofSTAB(G) have been studied [20].
It is worth noticing that up to now the most difficult facet defining inequalities ofSTAB(G), i.e., those
with arbitrarily many different coefficients [19, 13], appear only whenG has stability number three. So,
there is a chance that the stable set polytope of claw-free graphs with stability number greater than three
that are obtained by composing fuzzy linear interval strips, XX-strips and antihat-strips has a simpler
polyhedral structure.

In this paper we investigate this possibility and we providea defining linear system for the stable set
polytope of theXX-graphs, namely those graphs obtained by composing only two types ofstrips: fuzzy
linear interval strips andXX-strips. By the Chudnovsky-Seymour decomposition theorem, the class of
XX-graphs coincide with the class of all claw-free, not quasi-line graphs with stability number at least
4 that do not contain an antihat strip. Thus our result provides a significant contribution to the problem
of finding a defining linear system for the stable set polytopeof “genuine” claw-free graphs, namely
claw-free graphs that are not quasi-line.

To prove our result we use the characterization ofXX-graphs provided in [9] and the terminology
introduced by Grötschel, Lovász and Schrijver in [12]. IfL denotes a set of inequalities that are valid for
STAB(G) andLSTAB(G) = {x ∈ RV

+| x satisfies L} denotes the polytope of points satisfying all
inequalities inL, then a graphG is said to beL-perfectif LSTAB(G) = STAB(G). Different setsL
of inequalities have been considered in the literature together with the corresponding classes ofL-perfect
graphs, e.g. edge plus odd hole inequalities andt-perfect graphs [3]; clique plus odd hole inequalities
andh-perfect graphs; rank inequalities and rank-perfect graphs [26].

In [9] we extended the notion of gear composition introducedin [8] in order to make it suitable to
handle claw-free graphs. Thisextended gear compositionbuilds a graphG called geared graphby
suitably composing a given graphH with a fixed graphB (extended gear) along an edgee. We used this
new graph operation to obtain a decomposition of theXX-graphs that is alternative to the one defined
by Chudnosky and Seymour, i.e., we showed that anXX-graph can be obtained from a graph inQℓ by
iteratively applying the extended gear composition.

In Section 3, we generalize the polyhedral properties of thesimple gear composition studied in [7] to
the extended gear composition. Then, in Section 4, we define the familyG consisting of linear inequali-
ties that are (sequential liftings) of:rank inequalities,5-wheel inequalitiesand some special inequalities
deriving from the gear composition calledmultiple geared inequalities. Finally, we prove that the in-
equalities inG are sufficient to describeSTAB(G) whenG is anXX-graph. In other words, we prove
thatXX-graphs areG-perfect. Apart from contributing to the problem of finding alinear description for
the stable set polytope of claw-free, not quasi-line graphs(see [9] for an extensive introduction to the
topic), our result supports the intuition that, from the polyhedral point of view, claw-free, not quasi-line
graphs with large stability number are anatural generalization of the line graphs (see [7] for a more
formal conjecture).
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2. Preliminaries

We denote byG any connected, finite graph with node setVG and edge setEG. Given a vectorβ ∈ Rm

and a subsetS ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, we defineβS ∈ R|S| as the subvector ofβ restricted on the indices ofS
and we denote byxS ∈ Rm the incidence vector ofS. When no confusion arises we shall writeβG to
indicateβVG

. Moreover, we letβ(S) =
∑

i∈S βi.
A linear inequality

∑
j∈VG

πjxj ≤ π0 is valid for STAB(G) if it holds for all x ∈ STAB(G).
A valid inequality forSTAB(G) definesa facet forSTAB(G) if and only if it is satisfied as an equality
by |VG| affinely independent incidence vectors of stable sets ofG (calledrootsor tight solutions). Since
STAB(G) is full dimensional, thefacet defining inequalitiesfor STAB(G) are those inequalities that
constitute the unique nonredundant defining linear system of STAB(G). For short, we also denote a
linear inequalityπT x ≤ π0 as(π, π0). The subgraphG′ of G induced by the nonzero components of
a facet defining inequality(π, π0) of STAB(G) is called thesupporting graphof (π, π0). We also say
that a stable setS is tight for (π, π0) if π(S) = π0 and thatS violates(π, π0) if π(S) > π0.

We denote byδ(v) the set of edges ofG havingv as endnode and byN(v) the set of nodes ofVG

adjacent tov. We also denote byG \ A the subgraph ofG induced byVG \ A whereA ⊆ VG and by
G \ e the subgraph ofG obtained by removing the edgee.

A k-hole Ck = (v1, v2, . . . , vk) is a chordless cycle of lengthk. A 5-wheelW = (h : C5) is
a graph consisting of a5-hole C5 and a nodeh (hub of W ) adjacent to every node ofC5. A claw
is a bipartite graphK1,3. A gear B is a graph of eight nodes{a, b1, b2, c, d1, d2, h1, h2} such that
W1 = (h1 : a, d1, b1, c, h2) andW2 = (h2 : a, d2, b2, c, h1) are5-wheels; moreover, the edges of these
5-wheels are the only edges ofB.

In [9] we extended the definitions of gear and gear composition given in [8] to make them suitable to
treat claw-free graphs; here, we recall those definitions.

Definition 2.1. LetB = (VB , EB) be a gear and letu11 andu12 be two new nodes such thatN(u11) =
{d1, a, c, h1, h2, b2} andN(u12) = {d2, a, c, h1, h2, b1}. LetY ⊆ {u11, u12} andδ(Y ) =

⋃
u∈Y δ(u).

An extended gearBY is a graph with node setVB ∪ Y and edge setEB ∪ δ(Y ) (see Fig. 1).

d1

b1

h1

c

a

h2

d2

b2

u12 u11

Figure 1: The extended gearBY with Y = {u11, u12}.

An edgev1v2 of a graphH is said to besimplicial if K1 = N(v1) \ {v2} andK2 = N(v2) \ {v1} are
cliques ofH. Notice thatK1 andK2 might have nonempty intersection.

Definition 2.2. LetH = (VH , EH) be a graph with a simplicial edgee = v1v2 and letBY = (VBY
, EBY

)
be an extended gear whereY ⊆ {u11, u12}. Theextended gear compositionof H andBY alonge pro-
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duces a new graphG such that:

VG = VH \ {v1, v2} ∪ VBY
,

EG = EH \ (δ(v1) ∪ δ(v2)) ∪ EBY
∪ F1 ∪ F2, whereFi = {diu|u ∈ Ki} ∪ {biu|u ∈ Ki} for i = 1, 2.

The graphG is called geared graphand to remark the fact that it is obtained by an extended gear
composition ofH andBY alonge, it will be denoted byG = (H,BY , e).

WhenY = ∅ an extended gear coincides with a gear and the extended gear composition coincides with
the gear composition as defined in [8]. In [7] we proved the main polyhedral properties of the gear com-
position whenY = ∅. In particular, whenG = (H,B∅, e) is a geared graph, we built valid inequalities
for STAB(G) starting from valid inequalities forSTAB(H) or STAB(He); then we showed that these
inequalities are facet defining forSTAB(G) provided that the original inequalities are facet defining for
STAB(H) or STAB(He). We recall here the definitions of geared inequalities and g-lifted inequalities
given in [7].

Definition 2.3. Let H be a graph with a simplicial edgee = v1v2. LetHe be the graph obtained from
H by subdividing the edgee with a new nodet.

An inequality(π, π0) which is valid forSTAB(H) is said to beg-extendable(with respect toe) if
πv1

= πv2
= λ > 0 and it is not the inequalityxv1

+ xv2
≤ 1.

An inequality(π, π0) which is valid forSTAB(He) is said to beg-liftable (with respect toe) if
πv1

= πv2
= πt = λ > 0.

Definition 2.4. Let H = (VH , EH) be a graph containing the simplicial edgev1v2, let B = (VB , EB)
be a gear and let(π, π0) be a valid inequality forSTAB(H) that is g-extendable with respect toe. Then
the inequalities

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VB\{h1,h2}

xi + 2λ(xh1
+ xh2

) ≤ π0 + 2λ (1)

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VB\A

xi ≤ π0 + λ (2)

where A ∈ {{b1, c}, {b2, c}, {d1, a}, {d2, a}, {a, c}}

are calledgeared inequalitiesassociated with(π, π0). The unique geared inequality that has full support
onVB is (1) and it will be calledproper geared inequality.

Definition 2.5. Let H = (VH , EH) be a graph containing the simplicial edgee = v1v2, let B =
(VB , EB) be a gear and let(π, π0) be a valid inequality forSTAB(He) that is g-liftable with respect to
e. Then the inequalities

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VB

xi ≤ π0 + λ, (3)

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VB\A

xi ≤ π0 (4)

where A ∈ {{b1, c, b2, h1, h2}, {d1, a, d2, h1, h2}}

are calledg-lifted inequalitiesassociated with(π, π0). The unique g-lifted inequality that has full support
onVB is (3) and it will be calledproper g-lifted inequality.
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Examples of the above defined inequalities can be found in [9]. In [7] we showed that the inequalities
(1), (2), (3) and (4) are sufficient to give a linear description of a geared graphG (whenY = ∅) provided
that a linear description ofSTAB(H) andSTAB(He) is known.

Theorem 2.6. [7] Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = ∅. Then the stable set polytope
STAB(G) is described by the following linear inequalities:

• nonnegativity inequalities,

• clique inequalities,

• (lifted) 5-wheel inequalities,

• geared inequalities of type (1) and (2) associated with g-extendable facet defining inequalities of
STAB(H),

• g-lifted inequalities of type (3) and (4) associated with g-liftable facet defining inequalities of
STAB(He),

• facet defining inequalities ofSTAB(H) with zero coefficients on the endnodes ofe.

In [9] we supplied the lifting coefficients of the nodes inY for the geared inequalities and the g-lifted
inequalities. Then we proved that the sequential lifting ofinequalities (1), (2), (3) and (4) are not anymore
sufficient to provide a linear description forSTAB(G) if Y 6= ∅. In fact, new facet defining inequalities
arise when the nodesu11 andu12 are added to a gearB (see Theorem 10 in [9]). The new inequalities
are similar to those listed in (4). More precisely they are the following:

∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VBY
\A

xi ≤ π0 (5)

where A ∈ {{b1, a, c, d2, h1, h2, u12}, {d1, a, c, b2, h1, h2, u11}},

where(π, π0) is a g-liftable facet defining inequality ofSTAB(He); from now on we include them in
the list of g-lifted inequalities.

In this paper we prove that the sequential lifting of inequalities (1)-(4) plus the inequalities (5) suffice to
describeSTAB(G) whenG is a geared graphG = (H,BY , e) andY 6= ∅. We denote asG∅, G11, G12,
andGΩ the geared graphsG = (H,BY , e) whereY equals the sets∅, {u11}, {u12}, andΩ = {u11, u12},
respectively. Similarly, we denote asB∅, B11, B12, BΩ the extended gearsBY .

In all our proofs we take advantage of the symmetric structure of the extended gear and we use three
different kinds of symmetries.

Given a graphG = (V,E) we say that a permutationσ : V → V is asymmetryof G if and only if
σ(N(v)) = N(σ(v)) for eachv ∈ V (whereσ(N(v)) = {σ(u)|u ∈ N(v)}). To simplify the notation
we writeσ(v1, v2, . . . , vk) = (u1, u2, ..., uk) instead ofσ(v1) = u1, σ(v2) = u2, . . ., σ(vk) = uk.

Consider an extended gearBY with Y = {u11, u12} and letB∗
Y be the graph obtained fromBY by

adding two new nodes, sayk1 andk2, such thatN(ki) = {bi, di}, i = 1, 2.
It is easy to verify that the following observation holds.

Observation 1. The permutation functions

σv(a, c, b1, d1, b2, d2, h1, h2, u11, u12, k1, k2) = (a, c, b2, d2, b1, d1, h2, h1, u12, u11, k2, k1)

σh(a, c, b1, d1, b2, d2, h1, h2, u11, u12, k1, k2) = (c, a, d1, b1, d2, b2, h1, h2, u12, u11, k1, k2)

σd(a, c, b1, d1, b2, d2, h1, h2, u11, u12, k1, k2) = (c, a, d2, b2, d1, b1, h2, h1, u11, u12, k2, k1)

are symmetries for the graphB∗
Y and will be referred to asvertical symmetry, horizonthal symmetry,

anddiagonal symmetry, respectively.
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k1

d1

b1

h1

c

a

h2

d2

b2

k2

u12 u11

(a)

k1

d1

b1

h1

c

a

h2

d2

b2

k2

u12

u11

(b)

k1

d1

b1

h1

c

a

h2

d2

b2

k2

u12

u11

(c)

Figure 2: (a) vertical symmetry; (b) horizonthal symmetry;(c) diagonal symmetry.

Each symmetry maps each node on one side of the dotted line onto the corresponding node on the
other side (see Fig.2). Notice thatσv(u11) = σh(u11) = u12 andσv(u12) = σh(u12) = u11, while
σd(u11) = u11 andσd(u12) = u12. Therefore, when we delete both nodesu11 andu12, the permutations
σv, σh, andσd restricted toVB∗

∅
are still symmetries, while if we delete only the nodeu12 (u11), the

permutationσd restricted toVB∗
Y
\ {u12} (VB∗

Y
\ {u11}) is still a symmetry, whileσv andσh are not

defined and so they are not symmetries anymore. Hence, the only symmetry forG11 andG12 is the
diagonal symmetry.

Furthermore, for each induced subgraph ofB∗
Y with Y = {u11, u12} there exist three symmetric

induced subgraphs. Indeed, forA ⊆ VB∗
Y

, let B∗
Y \ A be the subgraph induced byVB∗

Y
\ A: the

subgraphs obtained by applying the vertical, horizonthal and diagonal symmetry toB∗
Y \ A are denoted

asσv(B
∗
Y \ A), σh(B∗

Y \ A), andσd(B
∗
Y \ A), respectively. In Fig. 3 we depict the induced subgraph

B∗
Y \ A for A = {b1, c} together with its three symmetric subgraphs. Notice that ifA = {u12} then

σv(G \ A) = σv(G11) = G12. Similarly σh(G11) = G12 andσd(G11) = G11.

3. Extended gear composition of polyhedra

In this section we prove that a linear description forSTAB(G) can be obtained from facet defining
inequalities ofSTAB(G∅) plus inequalities of type (5).

First observe that the two5-wheels contained in the extended gearBY , i.e.,W1 = (h1 : a, d1, b1, c, h2) =
(h1 : C1) andW2 = (h2 : a, d2, b2, c, h1) = (h2 : C2) (see Fig. 1), produce two inequalities that do not
have full support onVBY

. Trivially these inequalities are facet defining forSTAB(G).

Observation 2. LetG = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY ⊆ {u11, u12}. Then

∑

u∈Ci∪Y

xu + 2xhi
≤ 2 i = 1, 2 (6)
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k1
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Figure 3: (a) The induced subgraphB∗
Y \ A with A = {b1, c}; (b) the vertical symmetric subgraph

σv(B
∗
Y \ A) = B∗

Y \ {b2, c}; (c) the horizonthal symmetric subgraphσh(B∗
Y \ A) = B∗

Y \ {d1, a} ;
(d) the diagonal symmetric subgraphσd(B

∗
Y \ A) = B∗

Y \ {d2, a}

are two lifted5-wheel inequalities that are facet defining forSTAB(G).

The second consideration follows from the Chvátal’s result on composition of polyhedra. A graphG
has a clique-cutset if there exists a complete subgraph whose removal disconnectsG.

Theorem 3.1. [3] The supporting graph of a facet defining inequality forSTAB(G) does not have a
clique-cutset.

Now, if e is a simplicial edge withK1 = K2 then the geared graphG generated byH andBY alonge
has a clique-cutset. When this happens the results of Chvátal on the composition of polyhedra [3] explain
how to find a defining linear system forSTAB(G) from the defining linear systems ofSTAB(H) and
STAB(L), whereL = (K,BY , e) andK = K1 ∪{v1, v2}. So, in the rest of the paper we will focus on
the composition of polyhedra resulting from applying the extended gear composition along a simplicial
edge that hasK1 6= K2.

We indicate with(β, β0) a generic facet defining inequality forSTAB(G) whereG = (H,BY , e);
then we split the vector of coefficientsβ into two subvectors(βG\BY

, βBY
) whereβG\BY

is the vector
of coefficients associated with the nodesVG \ VBY

andβBY
is the vector of coefficients associated with

the nodesVBY
. Finally, notice that:

Proposition 3.2. [7] Let G be a graph andG′ be a subgraph ofG that supports a facet defining in-
equality(β, β0) of STAB(G). If G′ contains a simplicial edgev1v2, thenβv1

= βv2
. If G′ contains a

simplicial edgev1v2 subdivided with a nodet, thenβv1
= βv2

= βt.

Let S (G) denote the family of stable sets ofG. If
∑

j∈VG\{v} πjxj ≤ π0 is a facet defining inequality
of STAB(G \ {v}), then the inequality

∑

j∈VG\{v}

πjxj + πvxv ≤ π0 with πv = π0 − max
S∈S (G\(N(v)∪{v}))

π(S)
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is facet defining forSTAB(G) [18]. The resulting inequality is calledsequential lifting of(π, π0) and
πv is the lifting coefficient ofv. This procedure can be iterated to generate facet defining inequalities,
simply calledlifted inequalities, of the stable set polytope of a larger graph.

We now state the main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 3.3. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph generated byH and BY along the simplicial
edgee = v1v2. Then the stable set polytopeSTAB(G) is described by the following linear inequalities:

• nonnegativity inequalities,

• clique inequalities,

• lifted 5-wheel inequalities,

• lifted geared inequalities of type (1) and (2) associated with a g-extendable facet defining inequal-
ity of STAB(H) ,

• lifted g-lifted inequalities of type (3), (4) , and (5) associated with a g-liftable facet defining in-
equality ofSTAB(He),

• facet defining inequalities ofSTAB(H) with zero coefficients on the endnodes ofe.

Proof. Since the proof of this result is quite technical and up to some extent repetitive, we split it into
three main steps that are illustrated below (each step is proved in a separate subsection). We consider
a facet defining inequality(β, β0) for STAB(G) that is neither a clique inequality nor a lifted5-wheel
inequality. We assume that the components ofβBY

are not all zero since otherwise(β, β0) would be a
facet defining inequality ofSTAB(H).

If Y = ∅ the result follows by Theorem 2.6. So, we assume thatY 6= ∅ andβu > 0 for eachu ∈ Y
since otherwise(β, β0) would be a facet defining inequality forSTAB(G \ {u}).

We first consider the case when(β, β0) does not have full support onVBY
, meaning that the set

A = {u ∈ VBY
: βu = 0} is nonempty. In this case we show that:

a.1) If Y = {u11} then(β, β0) is

either a geared inequality of type (2) withA ∈ {{b1, c}, {d2, a}} lifted with nodeu11

or a g-lifted inequality of type (5) withA = {b1, a, c, d2, h1, h2}.

This result follows by Theorem 3.7 in Subsection 3.1.

a.2) if Y = {u12} then(β, β0) is

either a geared inequality of type (2) withA ∈ {{b2, c}, {d1, a}} lifted with nodeu12

or a g-lifted inequality of type (5) withA = {d1, a, c, b2, h1, h2}.

This result follows by Theorem 3.8 in Subsection 3.1.

a.3) If Y = {u11, u12} then(β, β0) is a lifted5-wheel inequality (see Theorem 3.9 in Subsection 3.1).

Then we consider the case when(β, β0) has full support onVBY
. In this case we prove that:

b.1) If Y = {u11} then(β, β0) is obtained from a facet defining inequality ofSTAB(G∅) by lifting
the nodeu11 (see Theorem 3.19 in Subsection 3.2).

b.2) If Y = {u12} then(β, β0) is obtained from a facet defining inequality ofSTAB(G∅) by lifting
the nodeu12 (see Theorem 3.20 in Subsection 3.2).
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b.3) If Y = {u11, u12} then (β, β0) is obtained from a facet defining inequality ofSTAB(G∅) by
lifting u11 andu12 (see Theorem 3.21 in Subsection 3.2).

As a consequence of the above results, we have that each facetdefining inequality forSTAB(G)
which is different from clique inequalities and lifted5-wheel inequalities, and hasβBY

6= 0 is

either the sequential lifting of an inequality of type (1) or(2) associated with a g-extendable facet
defining inequality ofSTAB(H),

or the sequential lifting of an inequality of type (3) or (4) associated with a g-liftable facet defining
inequality ofSTAB(He),

or an inequality of type (5) associated with a g-liftable facet defining inequality ofSTAB(He).

Now, let (π, π0) be a facet defining inequality(π, π0) of STAB(H) that is not the clique inequality
xv1

+ xv2
≤ 1. If πv1

andπv2
are both nonzero then, by Proposition 3.2,(π, π0) is either a g-extendable

or a g-liftable inequality. If exactly one betweenπv1
and πv2

is zero, sayπv1
= 0, then the node

v2 is simplicial in the supporting graphG′ of (π, π0). Sincev2 is simplicial andG′ cannot contain
a clique-cutset by Theorem 3.1, it follows thatG′ is a clique and so(π, π0) is the clique inequality∑

u∈K2
xu + xv2

≤ 1. Such inequality is extended to a clique inequality forSTAB(G) by simply
replacing the nodev2 with {b2, d2}. Finally, if πv1

= πv2
= 0 then it is easy to see that(π, π0) can be

lifted to a facet defining inequality ofSTAB(G) with zero coefficients on the nodes ofBY . Thus the
thesis follows.

3.1. Inequalities not having full support onBY

In this section we deal with inequalities that do not have full support onVBY
. We denote byA the set

{u ∈ VBY
: βu = 0}. If a facet defining inequality(β, β0) does not have full support onVBY

then
A 6= ∅. We can suppose without loss of generality thatG \ A is the supporting graph of the inequality
(β, β0).

In the following we illustrate the arguments that will be used in the proofs of this subsection. The next
three observations concern the lifting coefficients of the nodes inA.

Observation 3. If A 6= ∅, then every nodeu ∈ A has lifting coefficientβu = 0.

Observation 4. If a nodeu ∈ A, then there exists a stable setSu in G \ (A ∪ N(u)) that is tight for
(β, β0).

Observation 5. If u andv are two adjacent nodes ofG such thatN(u)\(A∪{v}) ⊇ N(v)\(A∪{u}),
thenβu ≥ βv. In particular this implies that: ifβv > 0 then the nodeu /∈ A.

We also use the following arguments:

Observation 6. Let G be a graph and let(π, π0) and (β, β0) be two facet defining inequalities for
STAB(G). If (β, β0) is not a positive scalar multiple of(π, π0) then there exists a stable setS that is
tight for (β, β0), i.e.,β(S) = β0, but not for(π, π0), i.e.,π(S) < π0.

In the next proofs clique inequalities or lifted5-wheel inequalities will play the role of(π, π0) in the
previous observation. In these cases, we will say that thereexists a tight stable setS for (β, β0) that
missesa certain clique inVBY

∪ K1 ∪ K2 or one of the two lifted5-wheels contained inBY .
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Observation 7. LetG be a graph and let(β, β0) be a facet defining inequality forSTAB(G). Then for
eachu ∈ VG there exists at least one stable set containingu that is tight for(β, β0).

Observation 8. Let BY \ A contain an induced4-holeC = (u1, u2, u3, u4) and a cliqueK such that
u3, u4 ∈ K, N(u3) = K \ {u3} ∪ {u2}, andN(u4) = K \ {u4} ∪ {u1}. If (β, β0) is facet defining
for STAB(G), then there is no tight stable set for(β, β0) missing the cliqueK and, by Observation 6,
(β, β0) is equivalent to the clique inequality defined byK.

Proof. Suppose thatS is a tight stable set for(β, β0) such thatS ∩ K = ∅. If u1 ∈ S, thenS ∪ {u3}
is feasible. Ifu2 ∈ S, thenS ∪ {u4} is feasible. Finally, ifu1, u2 /∈ S, thenS ∪ {u3} is feasible. All the
cases contradict the hypothesis thatS is tight.

To find all the facets forSTAB(G) whenG = (H,BY , e), we need to consider three different cases:
Y = {u11}, Y = {u12} andY = {u11, u12}. The proofs of the first two cases are the same (up to
vertical symmetry), so we consider only the caseY = {u11} andY = {u11, u12}.

In particular, in the next two lemmas we consider a facet defining inequality forSTAB(G11) that is
not a clique or a lifted5-wheel inequality: in the first lemma we identify the supporting graph of such an
inequality and, in the second lemma, we prove that all the coefficients on this graph have the same value.

Lemma 3.4. LetG = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11} and let(β, β0) be a facet defining
inequality forSTAB(G) that does not have full support onVBY

. Let A = {u ∈ VBY
: βu = 0}. If

(β, β0) is neither a clique inequality nor a lifted5-wheel inequality and moreoverβu11
> 0, then one of

the following cases occurs:

1) A = {b1, a, c, d2, h1, h2},
2) A = {d2, a},
3) A = {b1, c}.

Proof. Let G \ A be the supporting graph of the inequality(β, β0). First observe that ifS is a tight
stable set ofG, thenS \ A is also tight. So, in the following, also if not explicitely remarked, we will
always refer to tight stable sets inG \ A.

As (β, β0) is facet defining forSTAB(G), clearly,G \ A has to be connected and, by Theorem 3.1,
it has no clique-cutset. IfG \ A satisfies these two properties we say thatG \ A is admissible. The
proof of the lemma is done by enumerating all possible subsets A such thatG \ A is admissible and
by showing that only the three cases listed in the thesis do not lead to a contradiction. The use of the
diagonal symmetry allows us to considerably reduce the number of possible cases (see Appendix A.1).
Since the case (3) is diagonally symmetric to case (2), we shall provide an explicit proof of the lemma
only for the cases (1) and (2).

It is not difficult to check that ifG \A is admissible then|A| ≤ 6. If |A| = 6 andG \A is admissible,
then case (1) occurs. If|A| = 5 andG \ A is admissible, then the unique nonsymmetric case isA =
{d1, d2, a, c, h2} (see Appendix A.1). SinceN(h1)\(A∪{d1}) ⊆ N(d1)\(A∪{h1}), by Observation 5,
we have thatβd1

≥ βh1
> 0, a contradiction. In the following we prove three easy claims.

Claim 1. Ifh1 ∈ A, thena ∈ A. If h2 ∈ A, thenc ∈ A.
Let h1 ∈ A. Then, by Observation 4, there exists a tight stable setSh1

in G \ (A ∪ N(h1)). We
have thatb2 ∈ Sh1

since otherwiseSh1
∪ {u11} would violate(β, β0). Thus ifa /∈ A, thenSh1

∪ {a}
violates(β, β0), a contradiction. The second half of the statement follows by diagonal symmetry, i.e.,
by replacing each nodeu in the above proof with its diagonally symmetric nodeσd(u). In particular, let
σd(h1)(= h2) ∈ A. Then there exists a tight stable setSh2

in G \ (A ∪ N(h2)). We have thatσd(b2)(=
d1) ∈ Sh1

since otherwiseSh2
∪ {σd(u11)(= u11)} would violate(β, β0). Again, if σd(a)(= c) /∈ A,

thenSh2
∪ {c} violates(β, β0), a contradiction. (End of Claim 1)

Claim 2.{d1, a} 6⊆ A, {b2, c} 6⊆ A.
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Since the two cases are diagonally symmetric, we prove the Claim explicitly only for{d1, a} 6⊆ A.
Suppose thatβa = βd1

= 0 and consider a tight stable setS in G \A missing the clique{c, b2, h2, u11}.
Clearlyh1 ∈ S, since otherwiseS ∪ {u11} would violate(β, β0), and soβh1

≥ βc, βh1
≥ βu11

. Let
S′ be a tight stable set inG \ A missing the clique{c, h1, h2, u11}; thenb1 ∈ S′ (otherwiseS′ ∪ {h1}
would violate(β, β0)) and thusβb1 ≥ βh1

≥ βc. By Observation 4, sinced1 ∈ A, there exists a tight
stable setSd1

in G \ (A ∪ N(d1)). Clearlyc ∈ Sd1
, otherwiseSd1

∪ {b1} would violate(β, β0). This
implies thatSd1

\ {c} ∪ {b1, u11} violates(β, β0), a contradiction. (End of Claim 2)
Claim 3. If |A| ≤ 4, then{a, c} 6⊆ A.
Suppose thatβa = βc = 0. By Observation 4, there exist two tight stable setsSa andSc in G \ (A ∪

N(a)) andG \ (A ∪ N(c)), respectively. Because of Claim 2, we haveb2 /∈ A. Consider now the
case thatb1 ∈ A. SinceN(h1) \ (A ∪ {a}) ⊆ N(a) \ (A ∪ {h1}), by Observation 5,βh1

≤ βa = 0,
that ish1 ∈ A. Since, by hypothesis|A| ≤ 4, it follows thatA = {a, c, b1, h1}, b2 ∈ Sa (otherwise
Sa ∪ {h2} would violate (β, β0)), andSa ∩ K1 6= ∅; consequentlyβb2 ≥ βu11

+ βd2
and soβb2 > βd2

.
Now, if d2 ∈ Sc, thenSc \ {d2} ∪ {b2} violates(β, β0) and ifd2 /∈ Sc, thenSc ∪ {h2} violates(β, β0).
Therefore,b1 /∈ A, b2 /∈ A, and, consequently,{b1, b2} ⊆ Sa; by diagonal symmetryd1 /∈ A, d2 /∈ A,
and{d1, d2} ⊆ Sc. It follows thatβbi

= βdi
, i = 1, 2, and the stable setSa \ {b2} ∪ {d2, u11} violates

(β, β0), a contradiction. (End of Claim 3 )
If |A| = 4 andG \ A is admissible, then arguments analogously to those in Appendix A.1 show that

A is one of the following nonsymmetric sets:

i) A = {d1, h1, h2, b2},
ii) A = {b1, c, h1, d2},

iii) A = {a, h1, h2, d2},
iv) A = {d1, a, h2, d2},

v) A = {a, c, h2, d2},
vi) A = {d1, a, c, d2},

vii) A = {b1, a, c, d2}.

The first four cases cannot occur because of Claim 1. The remaining cases cannot occur by Claim 3.
If |A| = 3 andG \ A contains no clique-cutset, thenA is one of the following nonsymmetric sets:

i) A = {d1, h1, h2},
ii) A = {d1, c, h2},

iii) A = {d1, h2, b2},
iv) A = {a, h2, d2},

v) A = {b1, a, d2},
vi) A = {a, c, d2},

vii) A = {d1, a, c},
viii) A = {d1, a, d2}.

In the first three casesh2 has a nonzero lifting coefficient, since Observation 5 applies toh2, a. Case
(iv) cannot occur because of Claim 1. In case (v), we have thatu11 ∈ Sb1 ; this implies thatβu11

≥
βd1

+ βc. Similarly we have thatc ∈ Sa and soβu11
≤ βc, a contradiction. The last three cases cannot

occur by Claim 2 and Claim 3.
If |A| = 2 andG \ A contains no clique-cutset, thenA is one of the following nonsymmetric sets:

i) A = {d2, a},
ii) A = {h1, a},

iii) A = {h1, h2},
iv) A = {h1, d2},
v) A = {d1, h1},
vi) A = {d1, h2},

vii) A = {d1, c},
viii) A = {c, d2},

ix) A = {d1, b2},
x) A = {b1, d2},
xi) A = {a, c},

xii) A = {d1, a}.

Case (i) matches case (2) in the thesis. Case (ii) cannot occur since Observation 8 applies to the clique
{c, h2, b2, u11} and the4-hole (c, u11, d1, b1). Cases (iii)÷(vi) do not occur because of Claim 1. Case
(vii) does not occur since Observation 5 applies to nodesb1 andd1.

Consider case (viii): by Observation 4, there exist two tight stable setsSc andSd2
in G \ (A ∪ N(c))

andG \ (A∪N(d2)), respectively. It is not difficult to see thata ∈ Sc, and as a consequenceβa ≥ βu11
.

If h1 ∈ Sd2
thenSd2

∪ {b2} violates(β, β0), a contradiction. Thusu11 ∈ Sd2
andSd2

\ {u11} ∪ {a, b2}
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violates(β, β0), a contradiction.
Consider case (ix): by Observation 4, there exist two tight stable setsSd1

in G \ (A ∪ N(d1)) andSb2

in G \ (A ∪ N(b2)). It is easy to see that{a, b1} ⊆ Sb2 and{c, d2} ⊆ Sd1
. So,βc ≤ βb1 , and then,

Sd1
\ {c} ∪ {b1, u11} violates(β, β0), a contradiction.

Finally, consider case (x) and letS be a tight stable set missing the clique{c, b2, h2, u11}. Clearly,
h1 ∈ S and soβh1

≥ βa + βc. By Observation 4, there existsSb1 in G \ (A ∪ N(b1)). If {a, b2} ⊆ Sb1

thenβa ≥ βh1
, a contradiction. Thus,u11 ∈ Sb1 andβu11

≥ βd1
+ βh2

. Let S′ be a tight stable set
missing the clique{a, d1, h1, u11}. Hence,h2 ∈ S′ andβh2

≥ βu11
, a contradiction.

The last two cases cannot occur by Claim 3 and Claim 2, respectively.
If |A| = 1, then there are four nonsymmetric cases to be considered:A = {b1}, A = {c}, A = {b2},

andA = {h1}. Since the last case contradicts Claim 1, we are left with only three cases.

Case 1.A = {b1}.
Let T be a tight stable set missing the clique{c, b2, h2, u11}. Clearlyh1 ∈ T (otherwiseT ∪{c} would

violate(β,β0)), and soβh1
≥ βu11

. By Observation 4, there exists a tight stable setSb1 in G\(A∪N(b1)).
It is not difficult to see thatSb1 contains{a, b2} or u11.

Subcase 1a.Sb1 ⊇ {a, b2}. Thenβa ≥ βh1
andβa ≥ βd1

. SinceSb1 \ {a, b2} ∪ {d1, c, d2} is a stable
set, it follows thatβa + βb2 ≥ βd1

+ βc + βd2
.

If βa = βd1
, thenβb2 ≥ βc + βd2

. Since all coefficients ofβBY
apart fromβb1 are positive, we have

that βb2 > βd2
. This implies thatd2 /∈ T (otherwiseT \ {d2} ∪ {b2} would violate(β, β0)) and so

T \ {h1} ∪ {a, c} violates(β, β0), a contradiction.
Henceβa > βd1

. Thus every tight stable setS containingb2 contains eithera or h1 and every tight
stable setS containingc contains eithera or d2. Indeed, in all other cases,d1 ∈ S andS \ {d1} ∪ {a}
violates(β, β0), a contradiction. Moreover, every tight stable setS containinga also contains either
b2 or c and every tight stable set containingd2 also contains eitherh1 or c or u11 (otherwiseS ∪ {c}
would violate(β, β0)). Furthermore every tight stable setS containingh1 also contains eitherb2 or
d2 (otherwiseS \ {h1} ∪ {a, c} would violate(β, β0)) and every tight stable setS containingu11 also
containsd2. Indeed, if not, thenβu11

≥ βa + βc and soβh1
≥ βu11

≥ βa + βc ≥ βh1
+ βc yields a

contradiction.
Hence we proved that every tight solution of(β, β0) either containsh2 or two nodes inN(h2), and so

it is also tight for the5-wheel inequality supported byW2 = (h2 : a, d2, b2, c, h1) lifted with the node
u11. It is not difficult to see that all nodes inN(W2)\{u11} have a zero lifting coefficient, and so(β, β0)
is a lifted5-wheel inequality, contradicting the hypothesis.

Subcase 1b.u11 ∈ Sb1. It follows thatβu11
≥ βc + βd1

and, asβh1
≥ βu11

, βh1
> βd1

. Assume
that {a, b2} is not contained in any tight stable set. LetS′ be a tight stable set missing the clique
{c, h1, h2, u11}, thend1 ∈ S′ and soβd1

≥ βh1
, a contradiction. Hence there exists a tight stable

setS containing{a, b2}. If S ⊆ VG \ (N(b1) ∪ {b1}), then subcase 1a) applies toS. So let us assume
that S ∩ K1 6= ∅; as a consequence,βa + βb2 ≥ βu11

+ βd2
and βa ≥ βh1

. If d2 ∈ Sb1, then
Sb1 \ {u11, d2} ∪ {a, b2} leads to the previous case. Thus consider the cased2 /∈ Sb1 and consequently
Sb1 ∩ K2 6= ∅; thenβh1

≥ βu11
≥ βa + βc ≥ βh1

+ βc, a contradiction. (End of Case 1)

Case 2.A = {c}.
By Observation 4, there exists a tight stable setSc in G \ (A ∪ N(c)). It is not difficult to see thatSc

contains{d1, d2} or {a}.
Suppose first that{d1, d2} ⊆ Sc. Henceβdi

≥ βhi
andβdi

≥ βbi
, i = 1, 2. Consider a tight stable set

Si missing the clique{bi, di} ∪ Ki, i = 1, 2: thenhi ∈ Si, i = 1, 2. Henceβhi
≥ βdi

and soβhi
= βdi

for i = 1, 2. Sinceβd1
+ βd2

≥ βb1 + βu11
+ βd2

, it follows thatβd1
> βb1 andβd1

> βu11
.

As βh1
= βd1

> βb1 andβh1
= βd1

> βu11
, every tight solutionT containingu11 contains alsob1

(otherwiseT \ {u11} ∪ {h1} would violate(β, β0)) and every tight stable setS containingb1 contains
alsoa or u11 (otherwiseS \ {b1} ∪ {d1} would violate(β, β0)).
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Consider now a tight stable setS missing the clique{a, d2, h2}. Then one amongd1, h1, u11 belongs
to S. It follows thatβh1

= βd1
≥ βa since otherwise the stable set obtained fromS by replacingd1 or

h1 or u11 with a would violate(β, β0), a contradiction.
Now, suppose thatβh1

> βa. Then, every tight stable set containinga also containsb1 (otherwise
S \ {a} ∪ {h1} would violate(β, β0)). As every tight solution containingu11 also containsb1 and every
tight solution containingb1 also contains eithera or u11, the tight solutions of(β, β0) are not linearly
independent. In fact, consider the matrixM ∈ {0, 1}|VG|×|VG| whose columns are the incidence vectors
of the roots of (β, β0): the row indexed by the nodeb1 is obtained as the sum of the rows indexed bya
andu11, contradicting the nonsingularity ofM .

Hence,βh1
= βa. Let S′ be a tight stable set missing the clique{a, d1, h1, u11}. Sinceβd1

> βb1 , we
have thatb1 /∈ S′ (otherwiseS′ \ {b1} ∪ {d1} would violate(β, β0)) andh2 ∈ S′. Soβh2

≥ βa. Thus,
every tight stable setT that containsb1 anda also containsb2; indeed, if not,T \ {b1, a} ∪ {d1, h2}
would violate(β, β0).

SinceSc \ {d1, d2} ∪ {a, b1, b2} is a stable set, it follows thatβd1
+ βd2

≥ βa + βb1 + βb2 . As
βa = βh1

= βd1
, we have thatβd2

> βb2 . Thus, every tight stable setT ′ containingb2 containsa
(otherwiseT ′ \ {b2} ∪ {d2} would violate(β, β0)) and containsb1 (otherwiseT ′ \ {a, b2} ∪ {h1, d2}
would violate(β, β0)).

Summing up, we proved that every tight solution containingu11 containsb1, every tight solution
containingb2 containsb1, and every tight solution containingb1 contains eitherb2 or u11. This im-
plies that the tight solutions of(β, β0) are not linearly independent. Indeed, consider the matrixM ∈
{0, 1}|VG|×|VG| whose columns are the incidence vectors of the roots of (β, β0): the row indexed by the
nodeb1 is obtained as the sum of the rows indexed byb2 andu11, contradicting the nonsingularity ofM .

Suppose now that no tight stable set contains bothd1 andd2. Hence,a ∈ Sc andβa ≥ βu11
. Let S

be a tight stable set missing{a, h1, h2, u11}. Sinced1 andd2 cannot be both contained in a tight stable
set, we have thatS contains{d1, b2} and moreoverβb2 > βd2

. Let T be any tight stable set inG \ A
containingd2. ThenT containsu11, otherwiseT \ {d2} ∪ {b2} would violate(β, β0); thus,βu11

> βa

(otherwiseT \ {d2, u11} ∪ {b2, a} would violate(β, β0)), a contradiction. (End of Case 2)

Case 3.A = {b2}.
First observe that every tight stable setS containinga also containsb1 or c and every tight stable set

S containingd1 also containsh2 or c (otherwiseS ∪ {c} would violate(β, β0)). Moreover, every tight
stable setS containingb1 contains alsoa or h2 or u11 (otherwiseS ∪ {u11} would violate(β, β0)). By
Observation 4, there exists a tight stable setSb2 in G \ (A ∪ N(b2)). It is not difficult to see thatSb2

contains{a, b1} and soβa ≥ βh2
andβa ≥ βu11

+ βd2
. The former relation implies that every tight

stable setS containingh2 also containsb1 or d1 (otherwiseS \ {h2} ∪ {a, c} would violate(β, β0)).
The latter impliesβa > βd2

and βa > βu11
. Consider now a tight stable setT missing the clique

{a, d1, h1, u11}; T does not containd2, otherwiseT \{d2}∪{a} would violate(β, β0), and so it contains
h2. Hence,βh2

= βa > βu11
. Thus every tight stable setS containingu11 also containsd2 (otherwise

S \ {u11} ∪ {h2} would violate(β, β0)). We also claim thatS must containb1. Supposeb1 /∈ S: we
have thatβu11

≥ βh1
, βu11

≥ βc and, consequently,βh2
> βc. Let T be a tight stable set missing the

clique{a, d2, h2}; clearly,u11 /∈ T andh1 /∈ T (becauseT \ {u11, h1} ∪ {h2} violates(β, β0)). Thus
{c, d1} ⊆ T andT \{c}∪{h2} violates(β, β0), a contradiction. Thus every tight stable setS containing
u11 also containsb1 andd2.

Finally, a tight stable setS containingc also contains eithera or d1, otherwiseS containsd2, and so
S \ {d2} ∪ {a} violates(β, β0), a contradiction. Observe now that every tight stable set of(β, β0) either
containsh1 or two nodes inN(h1). Summing up all the previous considerations, we have that such a
stable set is also a tight solution of the5-wheel inequality associated withW1 = (h1 : a, h2, c, b1, d1)
lifted with the nodeu11. It is not difficult to see that all nodes inN(W1) \ {u11} have zero lifting
coefficients, and so(β, β0) is equivalent to the lifted5-wheel inequality contradicting the hypothesis.
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(End of Case 3)

Lemma 3.5. LetG = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11} and let(β, β0) be a facet defining
inequality forSTAB(G) with βu11

= λ > 0. If (β, β0) does not have full support onVBY
and it is

neither a clique inequality nor a lifted5-wheel inequality, then(β, β0) has the following form:

βT
G\BY

xG\BY
+ λxBY \A ≤ β0

whereA ∈ {{b1, a, c, h1, h2, d2}, {b1, c}, {d2, a}}.

Proof. By Lemma 3.4,βBY
is supported byBY \ A for A as in the thesis; hence, we only need to

prove that, for every setA, the coefficientsβBY \A have the same value. IfA = {b1, a, c, h1, h2, d2} the
supporting graph of(β, β0) is isomorphic toHe and, by Proposition 3.2, we are done.

The casesA = {b1, c} andA = {d2, a} are diagonally symmetric, so we prove in detail the former
and symmetric arguments will prove the latter.

Let S be a tight stable set for(β, β0) missing the clique{a, d1, h1, u11}, then h2 ∈ S and thus
βh2

≥ βa, βh2
≥ βh1

, andβh2
≥ βu11

. Moreover, by Observation 5,βu11
≥ βh1

andβa ≥ βh1
.

As b1 ∈ A there exists a stable setSb1 in G \ (A∪N(b1)) which is tight for(β, β0) by Observation 4.
Clearly there are two cases: eithera ∈ Sb1 or u11 ∈ Sb1 (otherwiseSb1 ∪ {d1} would violate (β, β0)).

Case 1.a ∈ Sb1.
It follows thatβa ≥ βd1

. If b2 /∈ Sb1 , thenβa ≥ βh2
+ βd1

. Thus,βa > βh2
, a contradiction. Hence,

b2 ∈ Sb1 .
Since the nodec has a zero lifting coefficient with respect to(β, β0), there exists a stable setSc in

G \ (A ∪ N(c)) which is tight for(β, β0). Two possibilities may occur: either{d1, d2} ⊆ Sc or a ∈ Sc.
Suppose first that{d1, d2} ⊆ Sc. Clearly,βdi

≥ βhi
for i = 1, 2 andβd1

≥ βu11
. Moreover, since

Sb1 \{a, b2}∪{d1, d2} andSc \{d1, d2}∪{a, b2} are both feasible, we have thatβa +βb2 = βd1
+βd2

.
Now, if βa > βd1

thenβd2
> βb2 . Consider a stable setS which is tight for(β, β0) and misses the clique

{a, d2, h2}. Then,b2 /∈ S (since otherwiseS \{b2}∪{d2} would violate(β, β0)) and then eitherh1 ∈ S
or u11 ∈ S (otherwiseS ∪ {h2} would violate(β, β0)). It follows that the stable set obtained fromS by
replacingh1 or u11 with a violates(β, β0) (asβh1

≤ βd1
< βa andβu11

≤ βd1
< βa), a contradiction.

Hence,βd1
= βa and thenβb2 = βd2

. Now, if βa > βh1
then consider a stable setS which is tight for

(β, β0) and containsh1. We have thatS containsd2 (otherwiseS \ {h1} ∪ {a} would violate(β, β0))
and soS \ {h1, d2} ∪ {a, b2} violates(β, β0), a contradiction. Thus,βh1

= βa = βd1
and consequently

βh1
= βu11

.
If βd2

> βh2
then consider a stable setS which is tight for(β, β0) and misses the cliqueK2∪{d2, b2}.

Clearly S has to containh2 (since otherwiseS ∪ {b2} or S ∪ {d2} would violate(β, β0)), but then
S \ {h2} ∪ {d2} would violate(β, β0). Thus,βd2

= βh2
.

If βh2
> βh1

then consider a tight stable setS for (β, β0) missing the clique{h2, b2, d2}. HenceS
contains eithera, or h1, or u11. As βh1

= βa = βu11
, the stable set obtained fromS by replacinga,

or h1, or u11 with h2 violates(β, β0), a contradiction. Henceβh2
= βh1

. This implies that all nonzero
entries ofβBY

have the same value and we are done.
Suppose now that there does not existSc such that{d1, d2} ⊆ Sc. ThenSc containsa andβa = βh2

.
Let S be a stable set which is tight for(β, β0) and misses{a, h1, h2, u11}; then d1 ∈ S, d2 /∈ S
(otherwiseS would be a tight stable set containing{d1, d2}), andb2 ∈ S (otherwiseS ∪ {h2} would
violate (β, β0)). Hence,βb2 > βd2

. Let S′ be a stable set which is tight for(β, β0) and containsd2. It
follows thatu11 ∈ S′ (otherwiseS′ \{d2}∪{b2} would violate(β, β0)), and thusβd2

+βu11
≥ βa +βb2.

Sinceβb2 > βd2
it follows thatβu11

> βa = βh2
≥ βu11

, a contradiction.
Case 2.u11 ∈ Sb1 .
We may assume that every tight solutionT containinga is such thatT ∩(N(b1)∪{b1}) 6= ∅, otherwise

Case 1 applies.
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If d2 /∈ Sb1 thenβu11
> βa elseSb1 \ {u11} ∪ {a} contradicts the above assumption. LetT ′ be a tight

stable set containingh1, thenb2 ∈ T ′, otherwiseT ′ \ {h1}∪ {u11} violates(β, β0) asβu11
> βa ≥ βh1

,
and thusβb2 > βd2

(otherwiseT ′ \ {h1, b2} ∪ {u11, d2} would violate(β, β0)). There also must exist a
tight stable setSc in G\ (N(c)∪A). Two cases may then occur: eitherSc ⊇ {d1, d2} or a ∈ Sc. In both
cases there exists a stable set (Sc \ {d2} ∪ {b2} or Sc \ {a} ∪ {u11}, respectively) that violates(β, β0),
a contradiction.

Henced2 ∈ Sb1 and we can assume thatβu11
+ βd2

> βa + βb2 , since otherwise Case 1 applies. The
last inequality implies that any tight stable setT containinga does not containb2. Thenβa ≥ βu11

and
thusβd2

> βb2 . Now letT ′ be a tight stable set such thatb2 ∈ T ′. Sincea cannot belong toT ′, the stable
setT ′ \ {b2} ∪ {d2} violates(β, β0), a contradiction.

We recall here a result in [9] that will be used later in the proofs. Notice thatG \ BY = H \ {v1, v2}.

Lemma 3.6. [9] Let G = (H,BY , v1v2) be a geared graph withY = {u11} and let (πH , π0) be a
g-extendable facet defining inequality ofSTAB(H) with πv1

= πv2
= λ > 0. Then the lifted geared

inequalities ∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VBY
\A

xi ≤ π0 + λ

whereA ∈ {{b1, c}, {d2, a}} are facet defining forSTAB(G).

Theorem 3.7. Let G = (H,BY , v1v2) be a geared graph withY = {u11} and let(β, β0) be a valid
inequality forSTAB(G) such that: it is not a clique or a lifted5-wheel inequality, it does not have full
support onBY and it hasβu11

= λ > 0. Then (β, β0) is facet defining forSTAB(G) if and only if it
has the formβT

G\BY
xG\BY

+ λxBY \A ≤ β0 and one of the following cases occurs:

i) A ∈ {{b1, c}, {d2, a}} andβT
H\{v1,v2}

xH\{v1,v2} + λ(xv1
+ xv2

) ≤ β0 −λ is a g-extendable facet
defining inequality ofSTAB(H).

ii) A = {b1, a, c, d2, h1, h2} andβT
H\{v1,v2}

xH\{v1,v2} + λ(xv1
+ xv2

+ xt) ≤ β0 is g-liftable facet
defining inequality forSTAB(He).

Proof. (If). If (ii) holds, thenG \A is isomorphic toHe. It is not difficult to check that each node inA
has a zero lifting coefficient and the claim follows. Consider now the caseA ∈ {{b1, c}, {d2, a}} and let
(βH , β0 − λ) be a g-extendable facet defining inequality forSTAB(H). Then(β, β0) is facet defining
for STAB(G) by Lemma 3.6.

(Only if). Suppose now that (β, β0) is facet defining forSTAB(G). By Lemma 3.5, (β, β0) has
the form βT

G\BY
xG\BY

+ λxBY \A ≤ β0 with A ∈ {{b1, a, c, d2, h1, h2}, {b1, c}, {d2, a}}. If A =

{b1, a, c, d2, h1, h2}, then again the result can be easily proven sinceG \A is a graph isomorphic toHe.
So, let us consider the case withA ∈ {b1, c} (the case{d2, a} will be proved using the diagonal

symmetry) and suppose that(βH , β0 − λ) as in point (i) is not facet defining forSTAB(H). Then
there exists an inequality(π, π0) that is facet defining forSTAB(H) and such that all the roots of
(βH , β0 − λ) are roots of(π, π0). By Proposition 3.2,πv1

= πv2
. If πv1

= 0 then(π, π0) can be lifted
to a facet defining inequality forSTAB(G) that hasπv = 0 for eachv ∈ VBY

and contains all the
roots of(β, β0); asSTAB(G) has full support and(β, β0) is facet defining, we have a contradiction
with βBY

6= 0, i.e. λ > 0. Henceπv1
> 0 and we assume without loss of generality thatπv1

= λ and
consider the following non proper geared inequality liftedwith the nodeu11:

∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VBY
\{b1,c}

xi ≤ π0 + λ. (7)
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Since(π, π0) is g-extendable and facet defining forSTAB(H), it follows, by Lemma 3.6 that (7)
is facet defining forSTAB(G). Consider now a tight stable setS of (β, β0). Notice thatβ(S ∩ BY )
equals eitherλ or 2λ; hence, every tight solutionxS of (β, β0) can be reduced to a tight solutionxSH

of (βH , β0 − λ) by removing fromS an appropriate nodeu with coefficientλ contained inBY and, for
i = 1, 2, vi ∈ SH if and only if (S \ {u}) ∩ {bi, di} 6= ∅. By assumptionxSH is also a tight solution
for (π, π0). It is not difficult to see thatxS is also a root of (7) once we reintroduce the previously
removed node. Therefore,(β, β0) and (7) are equivalent. AsSTAB(G) is full dimensional, the two
inequalities only differ by a positive scalar factor. Hence, (π, π0) is equivalent to(βH , β0 − λ) and both
are g-extendable facet defining ofSTAB(H).

By using the vertical symmetry we can also prove the following:

Theorem 3.8. Let G = (H,BY , v1v2) be a geared graph withY = {u12} and let(β, β0) be a valid
inequality forSTAB(G) such that: it is not a clique or a lifted5-wheel inequality, it does not have full
support onSTAB(G), andβu12

= λ > 0. Then (β, β0) is facet defining forSTAB(G) if and only if it
has the formβT

G\BY
xG\BY

+ λxBY \A ≤ β0 and one of the following cases occurs:

i) A ∈ {{b2, c}, {d1, a}} andβT
H\{v1,v2}

xH\{v1,v2} + λ(xv1
+ xv2

) ≤ β0 −λ is a g-extendable facet
defining inequality ofSTAB(H).

ii) A = {d1, a, c, b2, h1, h2} andβT
H\{v1,v2}

xH\{v1,v2} + λ(xv1
+ xv2

+ xt) ≤ β0 is a g-liftable facet
defining inequality ofSTAB(He).

The previous two theorems complete the proof of steps a.1) and a.2) of Theorem 3.3. It remains to
consider the case whenY = {u11, u12} and(β, β0) does not have full support on the extended gearBY .

.8

Theorem 3.9. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11, u12} and let(β, β0) be a facet
defining inequality forSTAB(G) that does not have full support onVBY

. If βu11
and βu12

are both
positive then(β, β0) is a lifted5-wheel inequality.

The proof follows the same pattern of the proof given forY = {u11}. All details can be found in
Appendix A.2.

3.2. Inequalities having full support onBY

Throughout this subsection we consider an inequality(β, β0) that is facet defining inequality forSTAB(G)
and has full support onVBY

, i.e., βv > 0 for eachv ∈ VBY
. In particular,(β, β0) is neither a clique

inequality nor a (lifted)5-wheel inequality (see Observation 2); this implies that for each clique and for
each5-wheel ofBY there exists a tight solution of(β, β0) that misses the prescribed clique or5-wheel
by Observation 6. LetS (G) denote the set of stable sets ofG. Since(β, β0) has full support onVBY

, it
follows thatS ∩ VBY

is maximal inBY for any stable setS ∈ S (G) that is tight for(β, β0).
Let R denote the set of the roots of(β, β0) and letM(β,β0) be the matrix whose rows are indexed by

the nodes ofVG and whose columns are the vectors inR. Since(β, β0) is facet defining, the matrix
M(β,β0) has full rank. Consider now the matrixM ′

(β,β0)
obtained by summing up all the rows indexed

by the nodesu ∈ Ki into a single row indexed byki, i = 1, 2. This matrix may be interpreted in terms
of graphs as follows: letB∗

Y be the graph obtained fromBY by adding two new nodes toVBY
, sayk1

andk2, such thatN(ki) = {bi, di}, i = 1, 2. ThenS̃ ∈ S (B∗
Y ) if and only if there exists a stable set

S ∈ S (G) such that:S̃ \ {k1, k2} = S ∩ VBY
andKi ∩ S 6= ∅ if and only if ki ∈ S̃; we say thatS is

associatedwith theconfigurationS̃.
It is not difficult to verify that ifrank(M ′

(β,β0)) < |VG|−
∑

i=1,2 |Ki|+2 thenrank(M(β,β0)) < |VG|.
In other words,M(β,β0) cannot have full rank ifM ′

(β,β0)
has not full rank.
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Now, let M ′′
(β,β0) be the submatrix ofM ′

(β,β0)
whose rows are indexed by the nodes ofB∗

Y . The
columns ofM ′′

(β,β0)
may have repetitions, since all the stable sets ofG that differ only on the nodes not

in VB∗
Y

produce the same(0, 1)-column.

We say that a configuratioñS ∈ S (B∗
Y ) is tight for (β, β0) if and only if there exists a stable set

S associated with̃S such thatxS ∈ R. So, denote byR′ the set of the incidence vectors of the tight
configurations of(β, β0) and byM̃(β,β0) the matrix of dimension|VB∗

Y
| × |R′| obtained by canceling

multiple columns fromM ′′
(β,β0). Clearly, we have that ifM(β,β0) has full rank thenM̃(β,β0) has full rank.

In particular, we can state the following:

Proposition 3.10. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph. If(β, β0) is facet defining forSTAB(G),
then the matrixM̃(β,β0) has rank|VB∗

Y
| + 2 = 10 + |Y |.

It is not difficult to verify that there are32 possible configurations (i.e., maximal stable sets) inS (B∗
Ω),

Ω = {u11, u12}: the first 22 configurations, not containing nodes inΩ, are depicted in Fig. 4 and denoted
by Si, i = 1, . . . , 19, and byTj , j = 1, 2, 3; the remaining 10 configurations, containing at least one
node inΩ, are depicted in Fig. 5 and denoted bySi, i = 20, . . . , 28, and byT4.
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Figure 4: Maximal solutions inB∗
Ω containing neitheru11 noru12

Note that the configurations inS (B∗
11) are those in Fig. 4, plusS20, S21, S22, S23 \ {u12}, and

S28 \ {u12}.
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In the remaining of this section we say that a configurationSi (or Tj) is tight for (β, β0) if there exists
a solutionS ∈ S (G) associated withSi (or Tj) that is tight for(β, β0), and we say thatSi (or Tj) is not
tight if no such solution exists. Moreover, we say thatSi (or Tj) violates(β, β0) if there exists a solution
S ∈ S (G) associated withSi that violates(β, β0).
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Figure 5: Maximal solutions inB∗
Ω containingu11 and/oru12

In this subsection we prove that all the facet defining inequalities with full support onBY are sequential
lifting of the facet defining inequalities forSTAB(G∅) that have full support onB∅, i.e. either proper
geared inequalities (1) or proper g-lifted inequalities (3).

We start showing that some configurations cannot be tight fora facet defining inequality(β, β0) that
has full support onBY with Y 6= ∅.

Lemma 3.11. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY 6= ∅ and let(β, β0) be a facet defining
inequality forSTAB(G) that has full support onBY . If Y = {u11} thenS28 \ {u12} is not tight for
(β, β0). If Y = {u12} thenS28 \ {u11} is not tight for(β, β0).

Proof. We prove the caseY = {u11}; the other case follows by vertical symmetry. Suppose conversely
that the configurationS28 \ {u12} is tight for (β, β0). Thereforeβu11

≥ βhi
, i = 1, 2, βu11

≥ βa + βc,
and soβu11

> βa, βu11
> βc. Hence,S1, S2, T1, T2, andT3 are not tight.

Let S be a tight stable set missing the clique{c, b2, h2, u11}. If h1 /∈ S thenb1 anda belong toS
and soS \ {a} ∪ {u11} violates(β, β0), a contradiction. Henceh1 ∈ S andβh1

≥ βu11
. By diagonal
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symmetry it can be proved thath2 belongs to a tight stable set missing the clique{a, d1, h1, u11} and
so βh2

≥ βu11
. Thusβu11

= βhi
, i = 1, 2 andβhi

> βa, βhi
> βc, i = 1, 2; henceS9, S10, S11,

S12 cannot be tight. Now, consider a tight stable setS′ missing the clique{a, h1, h2, u11}. It is not
difficult to see thatS′ contains either{d1, c, d2} or {d1, b2}. In the former case, we have thatβd1

> βb1

(since otherwiseS′ \ {d1, c} ∪ {b1, u11} would violate(β, β0)) and the same holds in the latter case
(since otherwiseS′ \ {d1} ∪ {b1, a} would violate(β, β0)). By diagonal symmetry, we can prove that
βb2 > βd2

. It follows thatS6, S7, S16, andS17 are not tight. Moreover, neitherS21 nor S22 are tight
since otherwiseS21 \ {b1, u11} ∪ {d1, h2} or S22 \ {d2, u11} ∪ {b2, h1} would violate(β, β0).

Summing up, the tight solutions of(β, β0) can be chosen only among the following configurations:
S3, S4, S5, S8, S13, S14, S15, S18, S19, S20, S23\{u12}, andS28\{u12}. Now letM̃ be the matrix whose
columns are the incidence vectors of the above configurations and whose rows are indexed on the nodes
of V ∗

BY
; then the matrixM̃(β,β0) whose columns are the incidence vectors of the configurations corre-

sponding to the stable sets that are tight for(β, β0) is a submatrix ofM̃ . Since(β, β0) is facet defining
for STAB(G11), thenrank(M̃(β,β0)) ≤ rank(M̃) should be equal to|VB∗

Y
| + 2 = 11 (see Proposi-

tion 3.10). However, it is straighforward to compute thatrank(M̃) = 10, a contradiction.

Lemma 3.12. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY 6= ∅ and let(β, β0) be a facet defining
inequality forSTAB(G). If (β, β0) has full support onBY then the configurationsT1, T2, andT3 are
not tight for(β, β0). Moreover, ifY = {u11, u12} then alsoT4 is not tight.

Proof. We begin withT3 and suppose on the contrary thatT3 is tight for (β, β0). Then

a) βa ≥ βd1
+ βd2

andβc ≥ βb1 + βb2 ;

b) βa + βc ≥ βh1
+ βd2

andβa + βc ≥ βh2
+ βd1

;

c) βa + βc ≥ βb1 + βu11
+ βd2

andβa + βc ≥ βd1
+ βu12

+ βb2 .

From a) it follows thatβa > βdi
, βc > βbi

, for i = 1, 2, thusS9, S10, S11, andS12 are not tight.
Moreover, ifY = {u11} thenS23 \ {u12} is not tight since otherwiseS23 \ {u12, d1} ∪ {a} violates
(β, β0). Analogously, ifY = {u12} thenS20\{u11} is not tight (otherwiseS20\{u11, d2}∪{a} violates
(β, β0)).

By condition b) it follows thatβa + βc > βhi
for i = 1, 2, thusT1, T2, S3, andS4 are not tight. By

condition c) it follows thatβa + βc > βb1 + βu11
, βa + βc > βd2

+ βu11
, βa + βc > βd1

+ βu12
, and

βa + βc > βb2 + βu12
, thusS21, S22, S24, andS25 are not tight.

By Lemma 3.11,S28 \ {u12} is not tight if Y = {u11} andS28 \ {u11} is not tight if Y = {u12}.
Hence, in all cases the solutions that might be tight for(β, β0) are also tight for the two lifted5-wheel
inequalities (6). Therefore the face defined by(β, β0) is contained in the intersection of two facets,
contradicting the hypothesis that(β, β0) is facet defining.

Suppose now thatT1 is tight for (β, β0), then

a) βh1
≥ βh2

+ βb1 andβh1
≥ βh2

+ βd1
;

b) βh1
≥ βa + βc;

c) βh1
≥ βu11

+ βb1 andβh1
≥ βu12

+ βd1
.

By condition a) it follows thatβh1
> βh2

, thusT2 andS4 are not tight. Moreoverβh1
> βd1

, thus
S23 \ {u12} is not tight whenY = {u11} (βh1

> βb1 , thusS20 \ {u11} is not tight whenY = {u12}).
By condition b) it follows thatβh1

> βa andβh1
> βc, thusS9 andS10 are not tight. By condition c) it

follows thatβh1
> βu11

andβh1
> βu12

, thusS22 andS25 are not tight.
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By Lemma 3.11,S28\{u12} is not tight ifY = {u11} andS28\{u11} is not tight ifY = {u12}. Hence,
in all cases the solutions that might be tight for(β, β0) are also tight for the lifted5-wheel inequality with
hubh1. Therefore(β, β0) is equivalent to or contained in it, contradicting the hypothesis. The proof that
T2 is never tight for(β, β0) is derived by diagonal symmetry.

Finally, if Y = {u11, u12}, suppose by contradiction thatT4 is tight for (β, β0). Sinceβu11
+ βu12

≥
βh1

+ βb2 andβu11
+ βu12

≥ βh2
+ βd1

, it follows thatβu11
+ βu12

> βhi
, i = 1, 2. As a consequence

the configurationsS3 andS4 are not tight for(β, β0). Moreover

i) βu11
+ βu12

≥ βu11
+ βb1 + βd2

implies thatβu12
> βb1 andβu12

> βd2
;

ii) βu11
+ βu12

≥ βu12
+ βd1

+ βb2 implies thatβu11
> βd1

andβu11
> βb2 ;

iii) βu11
+ βu12

≥ βd1
+ βc + βd2

implies thatβu11
+ βu12

> βd1
+ βc andβu11

+ βu12
> βc + βd2

;

iv) βu11
+ βu12

≥ βb1 + βa + βb2 implies thatβu11
+ βu12

> βb1 + βa andβu11
+ βu12

> βa + βb2 .

From (i) and (ii) it follows that solutions of typeS21, S22, S24 andS25 are not tight for(β, β0). From
(iii) and (iv) it follows that solutions of typeS9, S10, S11, andS12 are not tight for(β, β0). Hence every
tight solution for(β, β0) is also tight for both the lifted5-wheel inequalities (6). But this contradicts the
hypothesis that(β, β0) is facet defining.

The next two results show that some configurations are incompatible as tight configurations of the
same inequality.

Lemma 3.13. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY 6= ∅ and let(β, β0) be a facet defining
inequality forSTAB(G) that has full support onBY . If S1 (S2) is tight thenS4 (S3, respectively) is not
tight.

Proof. Suppose thatS4 is tight, thenβh2
≥ βa + βc. Then if S1 is tight, alsoT2 must be tight

contradicting Lemma 3.12. A symmetric argument shows thatS3 cannot be tight ifS2 is tight.

Lemma 3.14. LetG = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY 6= ∅ and let(β,β0) be a facet defining in-
equality forSTAB(G) that has full support onBY . If at least one configuration in{S21, S22, S24, S25}
is tight, then the solutionsS15, S16, S17, andS18 are not tight.

Proof. We first prove the claim whenS21 is tight andu11 ∈ Y . Thenβu11
≥ βh2

and thusS17 is not
tight (since otherwiseS17 \ {h2}∪ {u11, d2} would violate(β, β0)). Moreover, sinceS21 is tight andT1

is not tight (see Lemma 3.12) thenβb1 + βu11
> βh1

and, as a consequence,S16 is not tight.
Now, suppose on the contrary thatS18 is tight; thenβh2

≥ βc + βd2
, βd1

> βb1 (asS17 is not tight),
andβu11

> βh2
(otherwiseS21 \ {u11, b1} ∪ {h2, d1} would violate(β, β0)). With these relationsS4,

S7, andS9 (βc + βd2
≤ βh2

< βu11
) are not tight. IfY = {u11}, then, asT2 is not tight by Lemma 3.12,

the clique{a, d1, h1, u11} is not missed by any tight solution of(β, β0), a contradiction. ThusS18 is not
tight. If Y = Ω, S25 is tight because it is the unique configuration missing the clique {a, d1, h1, u11}.
Thenβu12

+ βb2 > βh2
(T2 is not tight) and thusS18 is not tight.

Finally, suppose on the contrary thatS15 is tight; thenβb2 > βd2
(sinceS16 is not tight) and soS6 is

not tight. Moreover,βh1
≥ βb1 + βa impliesβh1

> βa andβh1
> βb1 ; soS10 is not tight. AsS21 is tight

andT1 is not, it follows thatβb1 + βu11
> βh1

≥ βb1 + βa, i.e. βu11
> βa and soS11 is not tight.

Consider first the caseY = {u11}. The clique{c, b2, h2, u11} is missed only by the configurationS3,
which must be tight for(β, β0). Thenβh1

≥ βa + βc implies thatβh1
> βc and soS9 is not tight. Since

S28 \ {u12} is not tight by Lemma 3.11 andS3 is tight,βh1
> βu11

. As a consequence,S22 is not tight
and, asβu11

≥ βh2
, thenβh1

> βh2
. ThereforeS4 is not tight for(β,β0) and thusS23 \ {u12} is the only

configuration missing the lifted5-wheel inequality supported byW1 ∪ {u11} and so it is tight. It follows
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thatβd1
≥ βh1

and, asβh1
> βb1 , S7 is not tight. But then no tight solution for(β, β0) misses the clique

{a, d1, h1, u11}, a contradiction. HenceS15 is not tight.
Consider now the caseY = Ω. AsS15 is tight,βh1

≥ βd1
+βu12

; but then, sinceT1 is not tight,S24 is
not tight as well. Thus the clique{c, b2, h2, u11} is missed only by the configurationS3, which must be
tight for (β, β0). It follows thatβh1

≥ βa+βc and soS9 is not tight; moreover,βh1
≥ βu11

+βu12
implies

thatβh1
> βu11

≥ βh2
and thatβh1

> βu12
. ThenS22, S4, andS25 are not tight. As a consequence, no

tight configuration misses the lifted5-wheel inequality supported byW1 ∪ {u11, u12}, a contradiction.
HenceS15 is not tight and the proof of caseS21 tight follows.

The case whenS22 (or S24, or S25) is tight follows by diagonally (or horizonthally, or vertically)
symmetric arguments.

The following lemma states that at least two tight configurations for each node inY are needed to have
inequalities which are not sequential lifting of a lower dimensional polytope.

Lemma 3.15. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY 6= ∅ and let(β, β0) be a facet defining
inequality forSTAB(G) that has full support onBY . If u11 ∈ Y (or u12 ∈ Y ) and (β, β0) is not a
sequential lifting of a facet defining inequality forSTAB(G \ {u11}) (STAB(G \ {u12})), then there
exist at least two tight stable sets containingu11 (u12) associated with distinct tight configurations inB∗

Y .

Proof. We prove the lemma only foru11 ∈ Y , as the proof foru12 follows by vertical symmetry. Let
M be the matrix whose columns are|VG| linearly independent roots of(β, β0).

Claim 1.M contains at least two tight solutions containing the node nodeu11.
If the claim is false, the row ofM corresponding tou11 contains only one nonzero entry, thus proving

that the matrixM obtained by deleting this row and the column associated withthe unique solution
containingu11 is defined by|VG|−1 linearly independent vectors satisfying(βG\{u11}, β0) as an equality.
This implies that(βG\{u11}, β0) is facet defining forSTAB(G \ {u11}) and that(β, β0) is its sequential
lifting, a contradiction. (End of Claim 1)

Suppose by contradiction that all the tight stable sets of(β, β0) that containu11 are associated with a
unique tight configuration inB∗

Y , sayS∗. Clearly,S∗ ∈ {S20, S21, S22, S26, S27, S28.
Claim 2. For any choice ofS∗, there is no tight stable setT such thatu11 /∈ T andT ∩ Ki 6= ∅ if and

only if ki ∈ S∗ for i = 1, 2.
Assume on the contrary that such aT exists. By Claim 1, inM there are two different tight solutions

xS′

andxS′′

such thatS′ andS′′ containu11. By hypothesis,S′ andS′′ are associated with the same
configurationS∗; thenβ(T ∩ VBY

) = β(S′ ∩ VBY
) = β(S′′ ∩ VBY

) = β(S∗ ∩ VBY
), otherwise either

(T ∩ VBY
) ∪ (S′ \ VBY

) or (S′ ∩ VBY
) ∪ (T \ VBY

) would violate(β, β0) and similarly forS′′. Thus,
the stable setsT ′ = (T ∩ VBY

) ∪ (S′ \ VBY
) andT ′′ = (T ∩ VBY

) ∪ (S′′ \ VBY
) are also tight for

(β, β0). AsxS′

−xS′′

= xT ′

−xT ′′

, these four vectors are linearly dependent and they are not all present
in M ; so if we delete fromM the columnxS′

and we add the columnsxT ′

, xT ′′

, we get a matrix with
the same rank asM and with fewer solutions containingu11. Repeating the above arguments for all
the columns ofM associated with stable sets containingu11, we finally get a matrixM with only one
column corresponding to a solution containingu11 and with the same rank asM , contradicting Claim 1.

(End of Claim 2)
Thus, one of the following cases may occur:

1. S∗ = S20 and there are no tight solutions associated withS21, S22, S26, S27, S28 (by uniqueness
of S∗), S13, S14, S15, S16, S17, S18, S23 or, if Y = {u11}, S23 \ {u12} (by Claim 2);

2. eitherS∗ = S21 or S∗ = S26, and there are no tight solutions associated withS20, S22, S26 (or
S21, respectively),S27, S28 (by uniqueness ofS∗), S2, S7, S8, S11, S12, S24 (by Claim 2);

3. eitherS∗ = S22 or S∗ = S27, and there are no tight solutions associated withS20, S21, S26, S27

(or S22, respectively),S28 (by uniqueness ofS∗), S1, S5, S6, S9, S10, S25 (by Claim 2);
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4. S∗ = S28 and there are no tight solutions associated withS20, S21, S22, S26, S27 (by uniqueness
of S∗), S3, S4, S19 (by Claim 2).

If case 1 occurs, then the list of all possible tight configurations isS1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9,
S10, S11, S12, S19, S20 if G = G11 (addS24 andS25 if G = GΩ). As S20 is tight whileS13 andS14 are
not tight, thenβu11

+ βd2
> βa + βb2 andβb1 + βu11

> βd1
+ βc. As a consequence,S10 andS12 cannot

be tight. By Lemma 3.13 ifS1 (S2) is tight, thenS4 (S3) is not tight. This implies that, ifG = G11,
we are left with only10 possible tight configurations, thus, by Proposition 3.10,(β, β0) cannot be facet
defining.

So consider the caseG = GΩ. We still have12 configurations that are candidate to be tight for(β, β0).
Observe now that, ifS5 andS6 are both tight, we have thatβd2

= βb2 and, ifS24 is also tight (sinceS12

is not) thenβu12
> βc. ThusS9 cannot be tight, otherwise,S9 \{c, d2}∪{u12, b2} would violate(β, β0).

Thus at least one amongS5, S6, S9, S24 cannot be tight; we are left with11 possible tight configurations,
so(β, β0) cannot be facet defining.

Let now case 2 occur. IfS∗ = S21 then, sinceS7 is not tight, we have thatβu11
> βh2

. ThusS17

and S4 cannot be tight. This implies thatS18 is tight because it is the only remaining configuration
containing the nodeh2. SinceS21 is tight andS8 not, we also have thatβu11

+ βb1 > βd1
+ βh2

.
But thenS18 \ {d1, h2} ∪ {u11, b1} would violate(β, β0), a contradiction. IfS∗ = S26, thenY = Ω
andβu11

+ βu12
> βb1 + βh2

(asS7 is not tight),βu11
+ βu12

> βa + βc (asS2 is not tight), and
βu11

+ βu12
> βd1

+ βh2
(asS8 is not tight). Thus,S17, S1, andS18 cannot be tight, so implying that no

tight configuration misses the cliqueK2∪{b2, d2}, a contradiction. Case 3 can be proved using diagonal
symmetric arguments with respect to case 2.

Finally, we prove case 4; notice thatY = Ω. SinceS28 is tight andS19 is not, we have thatβu11
+

βu12
> βa + βc. As a consequence,S1 andS2 cannot be tight. Consider now the subcase withS16 tight.

Thenβh1
≥ βc + βd1

(consequently,βh1
> βc). This implies thatS9 is not tight. Moreover, asT1 is not

tight, S12 cannot be tight as well. Now, assume that alsoS15 is tight: we have thatβh1
≥ βa + βb1 and

βh1
≥ βu12

+ βd1
; consequently,S10 andS25 are not tight. Thus there is no tight configuration missing

the lifted 5-wheel inequality supported byW1 ∪ {u11.u12}, a contradiction. On the contrary, ifS15 is
not tight thenS5 must be tight since it is the only configuration missing the clique{a, d2, h2, u12}. But,
sinceS16 is tight andS15 not, we have thatβb2 < βd2

. Consequently,S5 \ {b2} ∪ {d2} violates(β, β0),
a contradiction.

We now consider the subcase withS16 not tight. ThenS15 must be tight because it is the only remain-
ing configuration missing the cliqueK1∪{b1, d1}. As a consequence,βh1

≥ βa+βb1 , βh1
≥ βu12

+βd1
,

and (sinceS16 is not tight)βb2 > βd2
. ThenS11, S24 (asT1 is not tight), andS6 cannot be tight. But

now no remaining configuration misses the clique{c, b2, h2, u11}, a contradiction.
We now focus our attention on the graphG11 = (H,BY , e) obtained as the extended gear composition

of H andBY with Y = {u11}. In other words we start by proving case b.1) of Theorem 3.3. The case
with Y = {u12} will follow by applying vertical symmetry. The proof of the caseY = {u11, u12}
follows the same pattern but it is longer, so we confine it in Appendix A.3.

In the following we show that a given set of configurations canbe tight only for a proper g-lifted
inequality ofSTAB(G∅) lifted with the nodeu11. To prove this we need two preliminary results:

Proposition 3.16. Let (γ, γ0) be a facet defining inequality forSTAB(G∅) with γB∅
6= 0. If S1, S2,

S5, S6, S10, S12 and at least one betweenS7 andS9 are tight for(γ, γ0), then(γ, γ0) is a proper g-lifted
inequality.

Proof. By Theorem 2.6 we know that any facet defining inequality ofSTAB(G∅) with γB 6= 0 is
either a geared or a g-lifted or a clique or a5-wheel inequality.
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SinceS1 is a tight configuration for(γ, γ0) then it is not difficult to see that(γ, γ0) is neither a proper
nor a non-proper geared inequality. AsS5 andS6 are tight, then(γ, γ0) cannot be a non-proper g-lifted
inequality. AsS10 andS12 are tight, then(γ, γ0) is not any of the two5-wheel inequalities (6).

Moreover,S1 misses the cliquesK2 ∪ {d2, b2}, {b1, d1, h1}, and{b2, d2, h2}, S2 misses the clique
K1 ∪ {b1, d1}, S10 misses the cliques{c, b1, h1} and{c, h1, h2}, S12 misses the cliques{a, d2, h2} and
{a, h1, h2}, andS6 misses the clique{c, b2, h2}. Finally, the clique{a, d1, h1} is missed byS7 andS9,
Thus,(γ, γ0) cannot be the clique inequality supported by any of the abovecliques.

It follows that the proper g-lifted inequality is the only facet defining inequality forSTAB(G∅) that
admits the given set of configurations as tight configurations.

Lemma 3.17. [9] Let G = (H,BY , e) with Y = {u11} ande = v1v2. Let (γ, γ0) be a proper g-lifted
inequality (3) associated with a g-liftable facet defining inequality (π, π0) of STAB(He). Then the
inequalityγG∅

xG∅
+ γu11

xu11
≤ γ0, obtained by lifting the nodeu11, is facet defining forSTAB(G).

The lifting coefficient ofu11 is γu11
= πv1

= γu for anyu ∈ VB∅
.

Lemma 3.18. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11}, and let (β, β0) be a facet
defining inequality forSTAB(G) that has full support onBY . If S1, S2, and at least two configurations
among{S20, S21, S22} are tight, then(β, β0) is obtained by lifting a proper g-lifted inequality that is
facet defining forSTAB(G∅) with the nodeu11.

Proof. The tightness ofS1 andS2 implies the following inequalities:βa ≥ βdi
, βc ≥ βbi

, for i = 1, 2,
βa + βc ≥ βu11

+ βb1 andβa + βc ≥ βu11
+ βd2

. By Lemma 3.13,S3 andS4 are both not tight, and
S23 \ {u12} is not tight, since otherwiseβb2 ≥ βc + βd2

≥ βb2 + βd2
would yield a contradiction. By

hypothesis at least one betweenS21 andS22 is tight, and so, by Lemma 3.14,S15, S16, S17, andS18 are
not tight for(β, β0).

We first consider the caseS21 andS22 tight. The tightness ofS21 implies that

βu11
≥ βh2

, βu11
≥ βa, βu11

+ βb1 ≥ βh2
+ βd1

, βb1 + βu11
= βa + βc.

and the tightness ofS22 implies that

βu11
≥ βh1

, βu11
≥ βc, βu11

+ βd2
≥ βh1

+ βb2 , βd2
+ βu11

= βa + βc.

Suppose now thatβa > βd1
; thenS12 is not tight. IfS14 is tight thenβc +βd1

≥ βb1 +βu11
= βa +βc,

that isβd1
≥ βa, a contradiction. Hence,S14 is not tight andS8 is tight (otherwise the noded1 would

not be contained in any tight solution). Thusβh2
> βc (asS12 is not tight) and, sinceβu11

≥ βh2
, S9

is not tight. It follows that the clique{a, h1, h2, u11} is not missed by any tight solution of(β, β0), a
contradiction. Henceβa = βd1

and, asS2 is tight, S12 is also tight. As a consequence,βc + βd1
=

βb1 + βu11
. Using diagonally symmetric arguments it can be proved thatβc = βb2 , S10 is tight, and

βa + βb2 = βu11
+ βd2

.
As there must be at least one tight solution containingh1, thenS5 or S6 is tight. Suppose thatS6

is tight andS5 is not tight, thenβd2
> βb2 and, asβa + βb2 = βu11

+ βd2
, we haveβa > βu11

, a
contradiction. Suppose now thatS5 is tight andS6 is not tight, thenβb2 > βd2

. MoreoverS11 is tight,
because it is the only configuration that misses the clique{c, b2, h2, u11} and soβa = βu11

. SinceS5

andS10 are tight, it follows thatβh1
= βa and, sinceβu11

+ βd2
≥ βh1

+ βb2 andβb2 > βd2
, it follows

thatβu11
> βh1

= βa, a contradiction.
ThusS5 andS6 are both tight. Since the clique{a, d1, h1, u11} must be missed by at least one tight

solution for(β, β0), thenS7 or S9 is tight. Hence, the hypotheses of Proposition 3.16 are satisfied and
so the face defined by the inequality(βG∅

, β0), that is valid forSTAB(G∅), may be contained only in
facets defined by inequalities(γ, γ0) that are proper g-lifted inequalities or by inequalities with γB∅

= 0.
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Then the coefficientsβu have the same value for allu ∈ VB∅
. As (β, β0) has full support onBY , βu > 0

for eachu ∈ VBY
; this implies thatβu is equal to a positive constant for eachu ∈ VB∅

and that there
exists at least one facet defining inequality(γ, γ0) for STAB(G∅) which is a proper g-lifted inequality
and contains the face defined by(βG∅

, β0).
We denote by(γ, γu11

, γ0) the inequalityγG0
xG0

+ γu11
xu11

≤ γ0, obtained by lifting(γ, γ0) with
u11. By Lemma 3.17,(γ, γu11

, γ0) is facet defining forSTAB(G) andγu11
= γu for any u ∈ VB∅

.
Clearly, every stable setS that is tight for(β, β0) such thatu11 /∈ S is also tight for(γ, γu11

, γ0). So
we consider stable sets containingu11. As S6 is tight for (β, β0), it is also tight for(γ, γ0) and thus
S22 = S6 \ {h1} ∪ {u11} is tight for (γ, γu11

, γ0). As S2 is tight for (β, β0), it is also tight for(γ, γ0)
and thusS21 = S2 \ {a, c} ∪ {u11, b1} is also tight for(γ, γu11

, γ0). SinceS12 is tight for (β, β0), if S20

is also tight for(β, β0) thenS14 is tight for (β, β0) too. This implies thatS14 is tight for (γ, γ0) and, as
S14 = S20 \ {u11, b1} ∪ {a, d1}, thenS20 is also tight for(γ, γu11

, γ0).
We just showed that all the solutions that are tight for(β, β0) are also tight for the proper g-lifted

inequality (γ, γu11
, γ0). As a consequence, the facet defining inequalities(β, β0) and(γ, γu11

, γ0) are
equal up to a positive scalar factor. So, ifS21 andS22 are both tight then(β, β0) is the sequential lifting
of a proper g-lifted inequality.

To prove the remaining cases suppose thatS20 is tight, then

βu11
+ βb1 ≥ βc + βd1

, βu11
+ βd2

≥ βa + βb2 .

If S21 is tight, we can assume thatS22 is not tight, otherwise we match the previous case; thusS10

is not tight. As the clique{c, b1, h1} is missed only byS8, this configuration must be tight. Therefore,
βd1

+βh2
= βb1 +βu11

and, asβu11
≥ βh2

(asS21 is tight), thenβd1
≥ βb1 . Sinceβu11

+βb1 ≥ βc+βd1
,

it follows thatβu11
≥ βc and, asS22 is not tight, thenS9 is also not tight. Finally, observe that the lifted

5-wheel inequality onW1 ∪ {u11} is not missed by any tight solution of(β, β0), a contradiction.
The caseS20 andS22 tight yields a contradiction by using diagonally symmetricarguments. Thus the

lemma follows.
We can now prove the Step b.1) of Theorem 3.3. In particular, we prove that any given set of tight

configurations of a facet defining inequality ofSTAB(G11) with full support onBY is also tight for a
facet defining inequality ofSTAB(G∅) lifted with the nodeu11.

Theorem 3.19. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11} and let (β, β0) be a facet
defining inequality forSTAB(G). If (β, β0) has full support onBY , then it is obtained by lifting with
the nodeu11 either a proper g-lifted inequality or a proper geared inequality that is facet defining for
STAB(G∅).

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that(β, β0) is not a sequential lifting of any proper g-lifted or proper
geared inequality that is facet defining forSTAB(G∅). Then, by Lemma 3.15, at least two configurations
containing the nodeu11, i.e. in the set{S20, S21, S22}, must be tight for(β, β0).

By Lemma 3.12,T1, T2, andT3 are not tight, and, by Lemma 3.14,S15, S16, S17, S18 are not tight.
ThereforeS2 must be tight, because it is the only configuration that it is not tight for the cliqueK1 ∪
{b1, d1}. The same applies toS1 and the cliqueK2 ∪ {b2, d2}. By Lemma 3.18 it follows that(β, β0) is
a sequential lifting of a proper g-lifted inequality, a contradiction.

An analogous theorem holds forG12 and can be proved using symmetric arguments.

Theorem 3.20. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u12} and let (β, β0) be a facet
defining inequality forSTAB(G). If (β, β0) has full support onBY , then it is obtained by lifting with
the nodeu12 either a proper g-lifted inequality or a proper geared inequality that is facet defining for
STAB(G∅).
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We complete this subsection by stating the main result of this paper concerning the structure of the
facet defining inequalities forSTAB(G) whenG = (H,BY , e) is a geared graph andY = {u11, u12}.
The proof is again very technical but follows the same schemeas the one forY = {u11}; so, the details
of the proof and all the intermediate results have been movedto Appendix A.3.

.20

Theorem 3.21. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11, u12} and let(β, β0) be a facet
defining inequality forSTAB(G) that has full support onBY . Then(β, β0) is obtained by lifting with
u11 and u12 either a proper g-lifted inequality or a proper geared inequality that is facet defining for
STAB(G∅).

4. XX-graphs areG-perfect

In [9] we established that theXX-strip composition defined by Chudnovsky and Seymour [1] is equiv-
alent to the extended gear composition applied only along simplicial edges that have the following prop-
erty: N(K1 ∩ K2) ⊆ N(v1) ∪ N(v2). We named these edgessuper simplicial.

We calledfuzzy line graphsthe graphs that are composition of fuzzy line interval strips (for more
details on the decomposition of quasi-line graphs see [1, 2]) and we denoted this class of graphs asQℓ.
Then we defined ageared fuzzy line graphas the graph obtained by repeated applications of the extended
gear composition and the edge subdivision along super simplicial edges of a fuzzy line graph:

Definition 4.1. LetH be a (fuzzy) line graph. LetΓH be the set of the super simplicial edges ofH and
let a g-operationon e ∈ ΓH be either a gear composition or an edge subdivision applied along e. A
graphG ∈ G∗

H if and only if

eitherG = H,

or G = (L,BY , e), whereL ∈ G∗
H , BY is an extended gear, ande ∈ ΓH ∩ EL (i.e.,e is a super

simplicial edge of bothL andH),

or G = Le, whereL ∈ G∗
H ande ∈ ΓH ∩ EL.

The graphs in
⋃

H∈Qℓ G∗
H are calledgeared (fuzzy) line graphs.

The graphs inG∗
H are not quasi-line, since eachBY contain two5-wheels, but they are claw-free.

TheXX-graphsare those graphs that can be decomposed by the Chudnovsky-Seymour strip decom-
position into fuzzy linear interval strips andXX-strips. We proved that:

Theorem 4.2. [9] The class of geared fuzzy line graphs is equivalent to theclass ofXX-graphs.

If STAB(H) andSTAB(He) are described only by rank inequalities then, by definitions2.4 and 2.5
and Theorem 3.3, the geared inequalities generated by a single application of the extended gear compo-
sition will have at least a pair of coefficients equal to2 corresponding to the hubs of an extended gear
while the g-lifted inequalities will have all coefficients equal to1. If we apply once more an extended
gear composition we might obtain a g-lifted inequality associated with a geared inequality; so, it is not
true that every g-lifted inequality is a rank inequality. Nevertheless, we can say that the inequalities gen-
erated by any extended gear composition (apart from lifted 5-wheel inequalities) are only of two types:
either they contain pairs of hubs of a gear with coefficients2 and have all the remaining coefficients equal
to 1, or they have all the coefficients equal to1. We call the former onesmultiple geared inequalitiesand
we refer to the others simply as rank inequalities. It can also be shown that a g-lifted inequality associ-
ated with a geared inequality may also be constructed as a geared inequality associated with a g-lifted
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inequality. As a consequence, if we assume thatSTAB(H) andSTAB(He) are described only by rank
inequalities, then the inequalities produced by repeated applications of the extended gear composition are
(the sequential liftings of) either multiple geared inequalities or rank-inequalities or5-wheel inequalities.
More formally we define the following family of inequalities:

Definition 4.3. A facet defining inequality(γ, γ0) belongs toG if and only if (γ, γ0) is (the sequential
lifting of)

either a rank inequality,

or a 5-wheel inequality,

or a multiple geared inequality, i.e., a geared inequality or a g-lifted inequality associated with an
inequality inG.

Consider now the polyhedronGSTAB(G) = {x ∈ RV
+| x satisfies G}. In [8, 9] it was proved that

if G is a geared graph, thenSTAB(G) ⊆ GSTAB(G); moreover, a graphG is said to beG-perfect if
the equality holds. Theorem 3.3 states that, ifG = (H,BY , e) is a geared graph, then a defining linear
system forSTAB(G) can be easily provided once we know a defining linear system for STAB(H) and
STAB(He). In fact, we have that:

Corollary 4.4. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph. IfSTAB(H) andSTAB(He) are described
only by inequalities inG, i.e.,H andHe areG-perfect, thenG is G-perfect.

To extend the above theorem to the class of geared fuzzy line graphs, we need the following:

Theorem 4.5. Let H be a graph andΓH the set of its super simplicial edges. LetHF be the graph
obtained fromH by subdividing all the edges inF ⊆ ΓH . If H andHF areG-perfect for anyF ⊆ ΓH ,
then every graphG ∈ G∗

H is G-perfect.

Proof. Let Gi denote the graph obtained fromH by performingi g-operations along the edgesej ,
j = 1, . . . , i, of ΓH . We prove the theorem by induction on the number ofg-operations. So, letG =
Gk. If k = 1 the theorem follows by Corollary 4.4. Ifk > 1, then, by the inductive hypothesis, the
theorem holds for every graphL ∈ G∗

H obtained by performing at mostk − 1 g-operations. Suppose
by contradiction thatGk is notG-perfect. IfGk = (Gk−1, BY , ek) then, by Corollary 4.4, at least one
betweenGk−1 andGek

k−1 is notG-perfect. SinceGk−1 is G-perfect by inductive hypothesis, it follows
thatGek

k−1 is notG-perfect.
On the other hand, ifGk is obtained fromGk−1 by subdivision of the edgeek, then again we have that

Gek

k−1 is notG-perfect. So, by repeating the above arguments,Gek

k−1 is notG-perfect only ifG{ek ,ek−1}
k−2

is not G-perfect. Thus iteratively we get that ifGk is not G-perfect thenG{e1,e2,...,ek}
0 = HF is not

G-perfect, a contradiction.
We now prove thatXX-graphs areG-perfect.

Theorem 4.6. If G is anXX-graph, thenSTAB(G) is defined by the (sequential lifting of the) follow-
ing inequalities:

• nonnegativity inequalities,

• rank inequalities,

• 5-wheel inequalities,
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• multiple geared inequalities.

Proof. By Theorem 4.2, the graphG is a geared fuzzy line graph, namely it belongs to the familyG∗
H

for someH fuzzy line graph. The class of fuzzy line graphs is closed under the operations of deleting
and subdividing super simplicial edges (see Lemma 4 in [9]).This implies that the graphHF is fuzzy
line for any subsetF of super simplicial edges ofH.

SinceSTAB(H) andSTAB(HF ) are described only by rank inequalities [1], it follows thatH and
HF areG-perfect. By Theorem 4.5, every graph inG∗

H is G-perfect. Hence,STAB(G) is completely
described by inequalities inG and the theorem follows.

5. Concluding remarks

In [9] we calledstriped graphsthe claw-free graphs that are obtained by composing three kinds of strips:
fuzzy linear interval strips, fuzzyXX-strips and fuzzy antihat strips. Chudnovsky and Seymour proved
that claw-free, not quasi-line graphs with stability number at least 4 and without1-joins are exactly the
striped graphs without1-joins. This implies that theXX-graphs (withα(G) ≥ 4) constitute a very large
subclass of claw-free graphs since they correspond to all the striped graphs obtained without the use of
the antihat strip [1, 2].

In [7] we conjectured that the striped graphs areG-perfect. The validity of this conjecture would imply
that striped graphs are not so far from the line graphs of 2-connected hypomatchable graphs, i.e., the
graphs supporting the nontrivial rank facet inequalities of the stable set polytope of line graphs. Roughly
speaking, our conjecture would imply that, for these graphs, every facet defining inequality of the stable
set polytope (up to sequential lifting) is supported by either a clique or a5-wheel or the line graph of a
2-connected hypomatchable graph where some “special” edges have been replaced by “gears”.

In this paper we prove this conjecture forXX-graphs (see Theorem 4.6), and we completely identify
the coefficients of the facet defining inequalities ofSTAB(G) whenG is anXX-graph.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Case generation for the non-full support inequalities

Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11}. In Lemma 3.4 we prove that only three
subgraphs ofBY may support a facet defining inequality(β, β0) of STAB(G) that has not full support
onBY , it hasβu11

> 0, and it is not a clique or a lifted5-wheel inequality.
The proof is by enumeration of all the possible28 supports and shows that all the supports that are

different from the ones listed in the thesis cannot be associated with a facet defining inequality.
First observe that any supporting graph of a facet defining inequality that is neither a clique inequality

nor a 5-wheel inequality must contain a path betweenK1 andK2 whose internal nodes are contained
in BY , otherwise these cliques are clique-cutsets and, by Theorem 3.1,G \A is not the supporting graph
of a facet defining inequality. This means thatA cannot separateK1 from K2. In particular,A contains
neither{b1, d1} nor{b2, d2} and thereforeA ∩ {b1, d1, b2, d2} is one of the following sets:

a) {d1, d2},
e) {b1},
j) ∅.

b) {b1, d2},
f) {d1},

c) {d1, b2},
g) {d2},

d) {b1, b2},
h) {b2},

Notice that cases (d), (g), (h) are diagonally symmetric with cases (a), (e), (f), respectively.
If |A| = 6, then{a, c, h1, h2} ⊂ A and only cases from (a) to (d) may occur. In case (a),A =

{d1, d2, a, c, h1, h2} andG \ A is disconnected; case (d) is diagonally symmetric with (a);indeed, if
A = {b1, b2, c, a, h2, h1} then G \ A is also disconnected; case (c) produces a disconnected graph
G \ A too. In case (b),A = {b1, d2, a, c, h1, h2} andG \ A is admissible as considered in the proof of
Lemma 3.4.

If |A| = 5, thenA may be obtained as the union of a subset of type (a), (b), (c) and a subset of3 nodes
in {a, c, h1, h2}, or as the union of a subset of type (e), (f) and{a, c, h1, h2} as shown in Table 1. All the
other sets are diagonally symmetric the the previous ones.

Subset of{b1, b2, d1, d2} Subset of{a, c, h1, h2} Status ofG \ A

{a, c, h1} disconnected
{d1, d2} {a, c, h2} admissible

{a, h1, h2} clique-cutset
{c, h1, h2} disconnected
{a, c, h1} clique-cutset

{b1, d2} {a, c, h2} = σd({a, c, h1}) clique-cutset
{a, h1, h2} clique-cutset

{c, h1, h2} = σd({a, h1, h2}) clique-cutset
{a, c, h1} disconnected

{d1, b2} {a, c, h2} = σd({a, c, h1}) disconnected
{a, h1, h2} disconnected

{c, h1, h2} = σd({a, h1, h2}) disconnected
{b1} {a, c, h1, h2} clique-cutset
{d1} {a, c, h1, h2} disconnected

Table 1: Enumeration for|A| = 5 and admissibility ofG \ A

It turns out thatA = {d1, d2, a, c, h2} and its symmetric versionA = {b1, b2, a, c, h1} are the only
two cases such thatG \ A is admissible, as stated in the proof of Lemma 3.4.

The cases with|A| ≤ 4 are obtained using similar arguments. Observe that a further property can
be used to reduce the number of cases to check. For instance, in Table 1 the set{b1, d2, a, c, h1} is
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diagonally symmetric with{b1, d2, a, c, h2}. The former set is generated as the union of{b1, d2} which
is symmetric with itself and{a, c, h1} which is symmetric with{a, c, h2}. Thus it is sufficient to list
only one of them.

A.2. Proof of Theorem 3.9

Theorem 4. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11, u12} and let(β, β0) be a facet
defining inequality forSTAB(G) that does not have full support onVBY

. If βu11
and βu12

are both
positive then(β, β0) is a lifted 5-wheel inequality.

Proof. Let A = {u ∈ VBY
: βu = 0} andG \ A be the supporting graph of the inequality(β, β0).

Observe that ifS is a tight stable set ofG, thenS \ A is also tight. So, in the following, also if not
explicitely remarked, we will always refer to tight stable sets inG \ A. The proof is by enumeration of
all nonsymmetric setsA such thatG \ A is admissible (i.e. connected and without clique cutsets).Note
that all the three symmetries (horizonthal, vertical, diagonal) can now be applied. Moreover, in order to
prune the number of possible cases to consider, we will make astrong use of the following three claims.

Claim 1.h1, h2 /∈ A.
Supposeh1 ∈ A; then by Observation 4 there exists a tight stable setSh1

in G \ (A ∪ N(h1)). It is
not difficult to see thatSh1

contains eitherd2 or b2. But then eitherSh1
∪ {u11} or Sh1

∪ {u12} violates
(β, β0), a contradiction. By vertical symmetry alsoh2 /∈ A. (End of Claim 1)

Claim 2.{b1, d1} 6⊆ A and{b2, d2} 6⊆ A.
OtherwiseK2 or K1 is a clique-cutset ofG \ A, respectively. (End of Claim 2)
Claim 3.A cannot contain any of the following sets:{d1, a}, {d2, a}, {b1, c}, {b2, c}.
We will only show that{d1, a} cannot be contained inA: the other cases will follow by symmetric

arguments. Suppose by contradiction thatβd1
= βa = 0. First observe that, by Claim 2,βb1 > 0.

Now let S be a tight stable set missing the clique{c, b2, h2, u11}. If h1 /∈ S thenS ∪ {u11} is feasible
and violates(β, β0). Henceh1 ∈ S, βh1

≥ βc, andβh1
≥ βu11

> 0. By Observation 4 there exists a
tight stable setSd1

in G \ (A ∪ N(d1)). Then eitherc ∈ Sd1
or u12 ∈ Sd1

, since otherwiseSd1
∪ {b1}

would violate (β, β0). Suppose first thatc ∈ Sd1
and consider a tight stable setS missing the clique

{c, h1, h2, u11}. Observe that eitherb1 ∈ S or u12 ∈ S since otherwiseS ∪ {h1} would violate (β, β0).
If b1 ∈ S thenβb1 ≥ βh1

≥ βc and soSd1
\ {c} ∪ {b1, u11} would violate(β, β0), a contradiction.

Henceu12 ∈ S; consequentlyβu12
≥ βh1

. Let nowSa be a tight stable set inG \ (A ∪ N(a)): clearly,
eitherc ∈ Sa or {b1, b2} ⊆ Sa. If c ∈ Sa thenSa \ {c} ∪ {u11, u12} violates(β, β0), a contradiction.
Then{b1, b2} ⊆ Sa. SinceSa \ {b1} ∪ {h1} is feasible, we have thatβb1 ≥ βh1

≥ βc. But then
Sd1

\ {c} ∪ {b1, u11} violates(β, β0), a contradiction.
Finally consider the case withc /∈ Sd1

and consequentlyu12 ∈ Sd1
; hence,b2 ∈ Sd1

(since otherwise
Sd1

∪ {u11} would violate(β, β0)) and thenβu12
+ βb2 > βc + βd2

(otherwise we are in the previous
case). LetT be a tight stable set containingc. Thend2 /∈ T , elseT \{c, d2}∪{u12, b2} violates(β, β0).
Hence,βc ≥ βu11

+βu12
andβc ≥ βh1

. Thus,βh1
= βc > βu12

andSd1
\{u12}∪{h1} violates(β, β0),

a contradiction. (End of Claim 3)
It is not difficult to check that, in order to satisfy the Claims 1, 2, and 3, we can only build setsA of

cardinality less than or equal to 3.
In particular, if|A| = 3 then, up to horizonthal symmetry, the only case occurring isA = {d1, c, d2}.

In this case, letSc be a tight stable set inG \ (A ∪ N(c)). Thena ∈ Sc and the following inequality
holds: βa ≥ βu11

+ βu12
and soβa > βu11

. Let T be a tight stable set missing{a, h1, h2, u12}. Then
b1 ∈ T (otherwiseT ∪ {u12} would violate(β, β0)) andu11 ∈ T (otherwiseT ∪ {a} would violate
(β, β0)). Hence,βu11

≥ βa, a contradiction.
Then, if |A| = 2, it follows thatA is one of the following nonsymmetric configurations:{d1, b2},

{c, d2}, {a, c}, or {d1, d2}. If A = {d1, b2}, consider the tight stable setSd1
in G \ (A ∪ N(d1)).
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Thenu12 /∈ Sd1
since otherwiseSd1

∪ {u11} would violate(β, β0). Hence,Sd1
⊇ {c, d2}, and so

βc ≥ βb1 + βu11
. By diagonal symmetry it can be shown thatu12 /∈ Sb2 and soSb2 ⊇ {a, b1}, thus

implying thatβb1 ≥ βc, a contradiction.
The case withA = {c, d2} does not occur for the same considerations used to prove (viii) in case|A| =

2 of Lemma 3.4. Consider the caseA = {a, c}: there exists two tight stable setsSa in G \ (A ∪ N(a))
andSc in G \ (A ∪ N(c)). It is not difficult to see thatSa ⊇ {b1, b2} andSc ⊇ {d1, d2}. It follows that
βdi

= βbi
for i = 1, 2. But thenSa \ {b1} ∪ {d1, u12} violates(β, β0), a contradiction.

Consider now the caseA = {d1, d2} and two tight stable setsSdi
, i = 1, 2, in G \ (A ∪ N(di)),

respectively. ThenSd1
∩ {c, u12} 6= ∅ andSd2

∩ {c, u11} 6= ∅ (otherwiseSdi
∪ {bi} would violate

(β, β0)). Now, if c ∈ Sdi
for somei thenSdi

∪ {a} would violate(β, β0). As a consequence,b2 and
u12 belong toSd1

, andβb2 ≥ βu11
. Moreover,u11 ∈ Sd2

and soβu11
≥ βb2 + βa ≥ βu11

+ βa, a
contradiction.

If |A| = 1 then there are two nonsymmetric cases to be considered:A = {b1} andA = {c}.

Case 1.A = {b1}.
By Observation 4, there exists a tight stable setSb1 in G \ (A∪N(b1)) and it is not difficult to see that

{a, b2} ⊆ Sb1 or u11 ∈ Sb1 .
Suppose that there exists a tight stable setS containingu12 and containing neitherb2 nor u11. Then

d1 ∈ S (otherwiseS ∪ {u11} would violate (β, β0)), βd1
≥ βu11

and βd1
+ βu12

≥ βa + βc. If
{a, b2} ⊆ Sb1 thenβa + βb2 ≥ βd1

+ βu12
+ βb2 ≥ βa + βc + βb2 , a contradiction. Ifu11 ∈ Sb1 then

βu11
≥ βc +βd1

and soβu11
> βd1

, a contradiction. Hence, every tight stable set containingu12 contains
eitherb2 or u11.

Let T be a tight stable set missing the clique{c, b2, h2, u11}. Thenu12 /∈ T as neitherb2 nor u11

belongs toT , andh1 ∈ T otherwiseT ∪ {c} would violate(β, β0). It follows thatβh1
≥ βu11

.
Subcase 1a. {a, b2} ⊆ Sb1. The arguments used in the proof of Subcase 1a) in Lemma 3.4 can be

easily adapted by addingu12 when needed (i.e., every tight stable set containingb2 also containsa or h1

or u12 and every tight stable set containingu11 also containsd2 or u12) to prove that every tight stable
set of(β, β0) is tight for the5-wheel inequality associated withW2 lifted with {u11, u12}, as claimed.

Subcase 1b. u11 ∈ Sb1 . It follows thatβu11
≥ βc + βd1

and, asβh1
≥ βu11

, βh1
> βd1

. Assume
that {a, b2} is not contained in any tight stable set. LetS′ be a tight stable set missing the clique
{c, h1, h2, u11}. If u12 ∈ S′, then alsob2 ∈ S′. It follows that βu12

+ βb2 ≥ βc + βd2
. Let S′′ be

a tight stable set missing the clique{c, h1, h2, u12}. As {a, b2} is not contained in any tight stable set,
{u11, d2} ⊆ S′′ and soβu11

+ βd2
> βa + βb2 . Summing the last two inequalities, we getβu11

+ βu12
>

βa + βc, thus implying thata does not belong to any tight stable set, a contradiction. Henceu12 /∈ S′;
but thend1 ∈ S′ and, consequently,βd1

≥ βh1
, a contradiction.

Hence there exists a tight stable setS containing{a, b2}. If S ⊆ VG \ (N(b1) ∪ {b1}), then the
Subcase 1a) applies toS. So let us assume thatS ∩ K1 6= ∅; as a consequence,βa + βb2 ≥ βu11

+ βd2

andβa ≥ βh1
. If d2 ∈ Sb1 , thenSb1 \{u11, d2}∪{a, b2} leads to the Subcase 1a). Thus consider the case

d2 /∈ Sb1 and consequentlySb1 ∩ K2 6= ∅; but thenβh1
= βu11

≥ βa + βc ≥ βh1
+ βc, a contradiction.

(End of Case 1)
Case 2.A = {c}.
By Observation 4, there exists a tight stable setSc in G \ (A ∪ N(c)) and it is not difficult to see that

Sc contains{d1, d2} or {a}.
Suppose first that{d1, d2} ⊆ Sc. Henceβdi

≥ βhi
for i = 1, 2. Sinceβd1

+ βd2
≥ βb1 + βu11

+ βd2
,

it follows thatβd1
> βb1 andβd1

> βu11
. Similarly, the inequalityβd1

+βd2
≥ βd1

+βu12
+βb2 implies

thatβd2
> βb2 andβd2

> βu12
.

Consider now a tight stable setSi missing the cliqueKi∪{bi, di}, i = 1, 2. We have thatSi containshi,
i = 1, 2. Indeed, if{u11, u12} ⊆ Si, for somei, we would have thatS1\{u11}∪{d1} orS2\{u12}∪{d2}
violates(β, β0), a contradiction. Henceβhi

≥ βdi
, and soβhi

= βdi
for i = 1, 2.
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Sinceβd1
≥ βb1 + βu11

, βd2
≥ βb2 + βu12

, andβdi
= βhi

for i = 1, 2, it follows thatβu11
+ βu12

<
βh1

+ βd2
, βu11

+ βu12
< βd1

+ βh2
, βu11

+ βd2
< βh1

+ βd2
, andβd1

+ βu12
< βd1

+ βh2
. The

above inequalities imply that every tight stable setS containingu11 or u12 satisfy one of the following
conditions:S ⊇ {b1, d2, u11}, S ⊇ {d1, b2, u12}, or S ⊇ {u11, u12} andS ∩ Ki 6= ∅ for i = 1, 2.

Let us consider a tight stable setT1 missing{a, d1, h1, u11} and a tight stable setT2 missing{a, d2, h2, u12}.
Sinceβdi

> βbi
, i = 1, 2, we have thatbi /∈ Ti (otherwiseTi \ {bi} ∪ {di} would violate(β, β0)). It

follows that T1 contains eitheru12 or h2 and T2 contains eitheru11 or h1. We actually prove that
h2 ∈ T1 andh1 ∈ T2 is the only feasible configuration. Indeed, ifu12 ∈ T1 thenβu12

≥ βh1
and, since

βh2
= βd2

> βu12
, it follows thatβh2

> βh1
. Henceh1 /∈ T2 (otherwiseT2 \ {h1} ∪ {h2} would

violate (β, β0)), and sou11 ∈ T2. As above we have thatβu11
≥ βh2

and, sinceβh1
= βd1

> βu11
,

it follows that βh1
> βh2

, a contradiction. Thush2 ∈ T1 and simmetricallyh1 ∈ T2, implying that
βh1

= βh2
≥ βa.

Hence every tight stable setS containingb1 also containsa or u11 (otherwiseS \ {b1} ∪ {d1} would
violate(β, β0)) and every tight stable setS′ containingb2 also containsa or u12 (otherwiseS′ \ {b2} ∪
{d2} would violate (β, β0)). Moreover every tight stable set̃S containing{b1, a} contains alsob2,
otherwiseS̃ \ {b1, a}∪ {d1, h2} would violate(β, β0). Similarly we can prove that every tight stable set
containing{a, b2} containsb1.

As a consequence the tight solutions of(β, β0) are not linearly independent. In fact, consider the
matrixM ∈ {0, 1}|VG |×|VG| whose columns are the incidence vectors of the roots of (β, β0): the sum of
rows indexed by the nodesb1 andu12 equals the sum of the rows indexed byb2 andu11, contradicting
the nonsingularity ofM and consequently the fact that(β, β0) is facet defining forSTAB(G).

Suppose now that no tight stable set contains bothd1 andd2. Hence,a ∈ Sc and soβa ≥ βhi
(i = 1, 2)

andβa ≥ βu11
+ βu12

. Thus,βa > βu11
andβa > βu12

.
Let us consider a tight stable setT1 missing{a, d1, h1, u11}. Clearly,u12 /∈ T1 (otherwiseT1\{u12}∪

{a} would violate(β, β0)) andd2 /∈ T1 (otherwiseT1 ∪ {u11} would violate(β, β0)). It follows that
h2 ∈ T1 and soβh2

= βa. Simmetrically, it can be proved thath1 belongs to a tight stable setT2 missing
{a, d2, h2, u12} and soβh1

= βa.
Let R1 be a tight stable set missing{a, h1, h2, u11}. If u12 /∈ R1 thenR1 has to contain{d1, b2} or

{b1, d2} (since{d1, d2} cannot be tight by hypothesis), and soR1 ∪ {u12} or R1 ∪ {u11}, respectively,
violates(β, β0), a contradiction. Hence,u12 ∈ R1. Moreover,d1 ∈ R1 (otherwiseR1 \ {u12} ∪ {a}
would violate(β, β0)) andb2 ∈ R1 (otherwiseR1 \ {u12} ∪ {h2} would violate(β, β0)). Similarly we
can prove that the tight stable setR2 missing{a, h1, h2, u12} contains{b1, u11, d2}.

Since{d1, d2} is contained in no tight stable set and{a, b1, b2} is a feasible stable set, it follows that
βb1 +βu11

+βd2
+βd1

+βu12
+βb2 > βa +βb1 +βb2 +βd1

+βd2
, thus implying thatβu11

+βu12
> βa,

a contradiction. (End of Case 2)
Thus the theorem follows.

A.3. Proof of Theorem 3.21

In this appendix we give a detailed proof of Theorem 3.21. This proof requires some intermediate
results to establish which combinations of configurations can be tight for a facet defining inequality of
STAB(GΩ) having full support onBΩ. We start with two preliminary results onSTAB(G11).

Proposition A.1. Let (γ, γ0) be a facet defining inequality forSTAB(G11) with γB11
6= 0. If S3, S4,

S13, S14, S15, S16, S17, S18, S19 are tight, then(γ, γ0) is obtained by lifting a proper geared inequality
that is facet defining forSTAB(G∅) with the nodeu11.

Proof. As S3 is tight, thenγh1
≥ γa + γc andγh1

≥ γu11
. Thus(γ, γ0) is neither a (proper or non-

proper) g-lifted inequality of type (3), (4) lifted withu11, nor an inequality of type (5). Moreover,(γ, γ0)
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is neither a clique inequality supported by any of the cliques {c, b2, h2, u11}, {a, d2, h2}, {b2, d2, h2},
nor the5-wheel inequality supported byW2 lifted with u11. Similarly, asS4 is tight, then(γ, γ0) is
neither a clique inequality supported by any of the cliques{a, d1, h1, u11}, {c, b1, h1}, {b1, d1, h1}, nor
the5-wheel inequality onW1 lifted with u11.

As S13 andS14 are tight, then(γ, γ0) is not the clique inequality supported by{c, h1, h2, u11} or
{a, h1, h2, u11}. As S15 andS17 are tight, then(γ, γ0) is not the clique inequality supported byK1 ∪
{b1, d1} or K2 ∪ {b2, d2}.

Finally, (γ, γ0) is not a non-proper geared inequality of type (2) withA ∈ {{b2, c, u11}, {d2, a}, {b1, c},
{d1, a, u11}, {a, c, u11}} asS15, S16, S17, S18, S19 are tight, respectively. Thus the only facet defining
inequality that admits the given set of configurations as tight configurations is a proper geared inequality
of STAB(G∅ lifted with nodeu11 and the proposition follows.

Proposition A.2. Let (γ, γ0) be a facet defining inequality forSTAB(G11) with γB11
6= 0. If S1, S2,

S21, andS22 are tight configurations and one of the following conditionsoccurs:

a) S11 andS9 are tight,

b) S11, S7, andS14 are tight,

c) S11, S7, andS12 are tight,

d) S9, S6, andS13 are tight,

e) S9, S6, andS10 are tight,

then(γ, γ0) is obtained by lifting a proper g-lifted inequality that is facet defining forSTAB(G∅) with
the nodeu11.

Proof. As S1 andS2 are tight, then(γ, γ0) is neither a (proper or non-proper) lifted geared inequality
of STAB(G∅) lifted with the nodeu11 nor a non-proper g-lifted inequality of type (5). Moreover,S1

andS2 miss the cliquesK1 ∪{b1, d1}, K2 ∪{d2, b2}, {b1, d1, h1}, and{b2, d2, h2}, and so(γ, γ0) is not
a clique inequality supported by any of these cliques. AsS21 andS22 are tight then(γ, γ0) is neither a
non-proper g-lifted inequality (4) nor a lifted5-wheel inequality (6).

Moreover, the configurationS22 misses the clique{c, b1, h1} and the configurationS21 misses the
clique{a, d2, h2}; thus,(γ, γ0) is not a clique inequality supported by any of these cliques.

If S11 is tight then(γ, γ0) is neither the clique inequality supported by{c, h1, h2, u11} nor the clique
inequality supported by{c, b2, h2, u11}. Finally if S9 is tight or S7 and one between{S12, S14} are
tight, then(γ, γ0) is neither the clique inequality supported by{a, d1, h1, u11} nor the clique inequal-
ity supported by{a, h1, h2, u11}. As a consequence the only inequality that admits the given set of
configurations as tight configurations is a proper g-lifted inequality ofSTAB(G∅ lifted with nodeu11.

The cases d) and e) of the proposition follow from the cases b)and c) by diagonal symmetry.

Lemma A.3. [9] Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11, u12} and e = v1v2. Let
(γ, γ0) be a proper geared inequality (1) associated with a g-extendable facet defining inequality(π, π0)
of STAB(H) and then lifted with the nodeu11. Then the inequalityγG11

xG11
+γu12

xu12
≤ γ0 obtained

by lifting the nodeu12 is facet defining forSTAB(G) and the lifting coefficient ofu12 isγu12
= πv1

= γu

for anyu ∈ VB11
\ {h1, h2}.

Lemma A.4. [9] Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11, u12} and e = v1v2. Let
(γ, γ0) be a proper g-lifted inequality (3) associated with a g-liftable facet defining inequality(π, π0) of
STAB(He) and then lifted with the nodeu11. Then the inequalityγG11

xG11
+ γu12

xu12
≤ γ0 obtained

by lifting the nodeu12 is facet defining forSTAB(G) and the lifting coefficient ofu12 isγu12
= πv1

= γu

for anyu ∈ VB11
.
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Lemma A.5. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11, u12}, and let(β, β0) be a facet
defining inequality forSTAB(G) that has full support onBY and admitsS1, S2, and S21 as tight
configurations. IfS22 or S25 is tight, then(β, β0) is obtained by lifting a proper g-lifted inequality that
is facet defining forSTAB(G∅) with the nodesu11 andu12.

Proof. By hypothesis,βa + βc = βu11
+ βb1 andβa + βc ≥ βu11

+ βu12
. By Lemma 3.13 and

Lemma 3.14, the configurationsS3, S4, S15, S16, S17, andS18 are not tight for(β, β0).
Case 1.S22 tight.
If S11 andS9 are tight then, by Proposition A.2 a), the face defined by inequality (βG11

, β0) is con-
tained in facets defined by only two types of inequalities: (i) those that are obtained by lifting with the
nodeu11 a proper g-lifted inequality that is facet defining forSTAB(G∅), or (ii) those that have zero
coefficient on every node ofB11. As βBY

> 0, at least one such inequality, say(γ, γ0), is of type (i).
This implies that the coefficientsβu have the same value for allu ∈ VB11

; we prove thatβu12
= βu for

u ∈ VB11
as well. In fact, ifβu12

> βu, thenS24 violates(β, β0) (asS21 is tight), a contradiction. If
βu12

< βu, thenS24, S25, S26, S27 are not tight. IfS23 is tight, thenS20 violates(β, β0) and if S28 is
tight, thenS19 violates(β, β0). Then no tight configuration containsu12, a contradiction.

Observe now that, by Lemma A.4, the inequality(γ, γu12
, γ0) obtained by lifting(γ, γ0) with node

u12 hasγu12
= γu for anyu ∈ VB11

and it is facet defining forSTAB(G). Clearly, every stable setS
that is tight for(β, β0) such thatu12 /∈ S, it is also tight for(γ, γu12

, γ0). It is not difficult to check that
this property can also be extended to the configurations containing nodeu12 so that if a configuration is
tight for (β, β0), then it is also tight for(γ, γu12

, γ0), i.e. the two inequalities are equivalent.
Suppose now thatS11 is tight andS9 is not tight, i.e.,βu11

= βa (asS21 is tight) andβu11
> βc

(asS22 is tight). Sinceβa + βc ≥ βu11
+ βu12

andβu11
> βc, it follows thatβa > βu12

, and soS25

is not tight (since otherwiseS25 \ {u12} ∪ {a} would violate(β, β0)). Since there exists a tight stable
set missing the clique{a, d1, h1, u11}, andS4, S17, andS25 are not tight, it follows thatS7 is tight for
(β, β0). If S14 is tight then, by Proposition A.2b), the face defined by(βG11

, β0) is contained in a facet
defined by a proper g-lifted inequality lifted with nodeu11 and, by using similar arguments as before,
it can be shown that(β, β0) is the sequential lifting of a proper g-lifted inequality ofSTAB(G∅), as
claimed. Hence, suppose thatS14 is not tight for(β, β0). If S12 is tight then case (c) of Proposition A.2
can be applied and we are done. Thus, suppose thatS12 is not tight and soS23 or S24 must be tight since
otherwise the clique{a, h1, h2, u11} would not be missed by any tight solution of(β, β0). If S24 is tight
thenβu12

> βc (sinceS12 is not tight), and soβu11
+ βu12

> βa + βc, contradicting the hypothesis. It
follows thatS24 is not tight andS23 is tight for (β, β0), and soβd1

+ βu12
+ βb2 > βd1

+ βc + βd2
(as

S14 is not tight). Sinceβc ≥ βu12
(βa + βc ≥ βu11

+ βu12
andβa = βu11

), it follows thatβb2 > βd2
. But

thenS22 \ {d2, u11} ∪ {b2, a} violates(β, β0), a contradiction.
The case whenS9 is tight andS11 is not tight can be proved using the diagonal symmetry.
Finally, suppose that neitherS11 nor S9 is tight and soβu11

> βa (asS21 is tight) andβu11
> βc (as

S22 is tight). Sinceβa + βc ≥ βu11
+ βu12

, we have thatβa > βu12
andβc > βu12

and soS24 andS25

are not tight. ThenS6 andS7 are both tight since they are the only configurations missingthe cliques
{c, b2, h2, u11} and{a, d1, h1, u11}, respectively. Thusβh1

= βh2
= βu11

, and thenS10 andS12 are
not tight (βu11

> βa andβu11
> βc). As S6 andS7 are tight, we also have thatβb1 ≥ βd1

, βd2
≥ βb2 ;

thenS23 is not tight (asβu11
> βu12

). Moreover,S13 andS14 are both tight since they are the only
configurations missing the cliques{c, h1, h2, u11} and{a, h1, h2, u11}; therefore,β(S13) + β(S14) >
β(S20) + β(S23) implies thatβa + βc > βu11

+ βu12
. Hence,S26, S27 andS28 are not tight andu12

belongs to no tight configuration, a contradiction.
Case 2.S25 tight.
We can assume, without loss of generality, thatS22 is not tight (otherwise we match the previous case)

andS24 is not tight (otherwise the thesis follows from the previouscase by horizonthal symmetry).
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Notice that at least one configuration betweenS5 andS6 must be tight for(β, β0) (otherwise there
would be no tight configuration containing the nodeh1). So, if S5 is tight thenβh1

= βu12
(asS25 is

tight); if S6 is tight thenβh1
> βu11

(asS22 is not tight).
Consider first the case whenS5 andS6 are both tight. SinceS21 is tight, thenβu11

≥ βh2
and this

implies thatβu12
= βh1

> βu11
≥ βh2

. As a consequence,S8 is not tight and thenS10 must be
tight, because it is the only remaining configuration missing the clique{c, b1, h1, u12}. If follows that
βa = βu12

= βh1
(asS25 is tight); but thenS21 \ {u11} ∪ {a} violates(β, β0), a contradiction.

Let us now consider the case whenS5 is tight andS6 is not tight; thenβb2 > βd2
andS11 is tight

because it is the only remaining configuration missing the clique {c, b2, h2, u11}. This implies that
βa = βu11

(asS21 is tight), βa ≥ βh2
, andβc = βb1 (asS2 is tight). It follows thatS20 is not tight

(otherwiseS20 \ {d2, u11} ∪ {b2, a} would violate(β, β0)). Furthermore,βa ≥ βd1
(asS2 is tight) and,

consequently,S14 cannot be tight (otherwiseS14 \ {c, d1, d2} ∪ {a, b1, b2} would violate(β, β0)). Then
S9 is tight (otherwise no tight configuration would contain thenoded2), and soβc > βu12

(asS25 is
tight andβb2 > βd2

). Together withβa = βu11
, this implies thatS26, S27, andS28 are not tight and

u11 belongs to the unique tight solutionS21. Hence, by Lemma 3.15,(β, β0) is the sequential lifting
of a facet defining inequality forSTAB(G \ {u11}). Notice that the only facet defining inequalities
for STAB(G \ {u11}) = STAB(G12) that have full support onB12 are proper geared or g-lifted
inequalities forSTAB(G∅) lifted with the nodeu12 (see Theorem 3.20). SinceS1 is tight for (β, β0)
and is not tight for any lifted proper geared inequality, we have that(β, β0) is the sequential lifting of a
proper g-lifted inequality.

Finally, consider the case whenS6 is tight andS5 is not tight. SinceS25 is tight andS5 is not, then
βu12

> βh1
; sinceS6 is tight, thenβh1

≥ βc and, as a consequence,S12 is not tight. SinceS6 is
tight andS22 is not, we have thatβh1

> βu11
and thenβu12

> βu11
. Moreover, sinceβu11

≥ βa (as
S21 is tight), it follows thatβu12

> βa. ThusS10 cannot be tight andS8 must be tight, since it is the
only remaining configuration missing the clique{c, b1, h1, u12}. This implies thatβd1

≥ βb1 ; but then
S21 \ {b1, u11} ∪ {d1, u12} violates(β, β0), a contradiction.

Lemma A.6. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11, u12} and let(β, β0) be a facet
defining inequality forSTAB(G) that has full support onBY . If S3 or S4 are tight configurations
for (β, β0), then (β, β0) is obtained by lifting a proper geared inequality that is facet defining for
STAB(G∅) with the nodesu11 andu12.

Proof. If S3 is tight thenβh1
≥ βu11

+βu12
andβh1

≥ βa +βc. This implies thatβh1
> βa, βh1

> βc,
βh1

> βu11
, βh1

> βu12
and soS9, S10, S22, S25, andS27 are not tight configurations for(β, β0).

SinceT2 is not tight by Lemma 3.12, it follows thatS4 is tight for (β, β0). In fact, if not, every tight
solution of(β, β0) would be also tight for the lifted 5-wheel inequality supported byW1 ∪ {u11, u12}, a
contradiction.

By vertical symmetry, ifS4 is tight thenβh2
≥ βu11

+ βu12
and βh2

≥ βa + βc. This implies
that βh2

> βa, βh2
> βc, βh2

> βu11
, βh2

> βu12
and soS11, S12, S21, S24, andS26 are not tight

configurations for(β, β0). SinceT1 is not tight by Lemma 3.12, it follows thatS3 is tight for (β, β0). In
fact, if not, every tight solution of(β, β0) would be also tight for the lifted 5-wheel inequality supported
by W2 ∪ {u11, u12}, a contradiction.

Hence,S3 andS4 are both tight and the above derived conditions always hold;moreover,βh1
= βh2

and, by Lemma 3.13,S1 andS2 are not tight.
If S20, S23 andS28 are not all tight for(β, β0) thenu11 or u12 belongs to at most one tight solution

and, by Lemma 3.15,(β, β0) is the sequential lifting of a facet defining inequality of a lower dimensional
polytope, saySTAB(G′) with G′ = (H,BY ′ , e) andY ′ ⊂ {u11, u12}. By theorems 3.19 and 3.20, this
implies that(β, β0) is obtained by lifting either a proper geared or a proper g-lifted inequality that is
facet defining inequality ofSTAB(G∅) with the nodesu11 andu12. More precisely, sinceS3 andS4 are
tight, the former case must occur.
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Hence, we may assume thatS20, S23 andS28 are tight for(β, β0) and soβhi
= βu11

+βu12
≥ βa +βc.

If βu11
+ βu12

> βa + βc, thenS19 is not tight and at most one betweenS13 andS14 is tight for (β, β0)
sinceβ(S20) + β(S23) > β(S13) + β(S14) holds. As a consequence, at least one node betweena andc
is not contained in any tight solution, a contradiction. It follows thatβu11

+ βu12
= βa + βc, and soS13,

S14 andS19 are tight for(β, β0).
Since(β, β0) is not a clique inequality supported byKi ∪{bi, di}, i = 1, 2, there exist tight configura-

tions of(β, β0) that do not intersect these cliques. These tight solutions belong to the set{S15, S16, S17, S18}.
If the four solutions are all tight then, by Proposition A.1,the tight configurations for(βG11

, β0) are also
tight for a proper geared inequality ofSTAB(G∅) lifted with the nodeu11. Hence, by using Lemma A.3,
it is not difficult to check that(β, β0) is the sequential lifting of(βG11

, β0) lifted with the nodeu12, as
claimed.

We consider the cases when exactly one configuration in{S15, S16} and one configuration in{S17, S18}
are tight. IfS15, S17 are tight, andS16, S18 are not tight, thenβb1 > βd1

andβb2 > βd2
. SinceS6 and

S8 cannot be tight,S5 andS7 are tight because we are left with only12 possible tight configurations,
i.e.,S3, S4, S5, S7, S13, S14, S15, S17, S19, S20, S23, andS28. But it is not difficult to check that these
roots are not linearly independent, a contradiction. The case whenS16 andS18 are tight is horizonthally
symmetric with this one.

If S15, S18 are tight, andS16, S17 are not tight, thenβd1
> βb1 andβb2 > βd2

. SinceS6 andS7

cannot be tight,S5 andS8 are tight since we are left with only12 possible tight configurations, i.e.,S3,
S4, S5, S8, S13, S14, S15, S18, S19, S20, S23, andS28. But these roots are not linearly independent, a
contradiction. The case whenS16 andS17 are tight is horizonthally symmetric with this one.

We are left with the case that exactly one among{S15, S16, S17, S18} is not tight. Suppose first that
S18 is not tight. SinceS15 andS16 are tight it follows thatβb2 = βd2

; sinceS17 is tight andS18 is not,
it follows thatβb1 > βd1

. This implies thatβc > βa sinceβb1 + βb2 + βa = βd1
+ βd2

+ βc (asS13

andS14 are tight). Moreover,βa = βu11
(sinceS20 is tight, i.e. βb1 + βb2 + βa = βb1 + βd2

+ βu11
),

βc = βu12
(sinceS23 is tight, i.e. βd1

+ βd2
+ βc = βd1

+ βb2 + βu12
), βb1 = βc (sinceS19, S3, S15,

andS13 are tight, i.e.βa + βc = βh1
= βb1 + βa), andβd1

= βa (since alsoS16 andS14 are tight, i.e.
βa + βc = βh1

= βd1
+ βc).

Finally, sinceS15 andS17 are tight andβh1
= βh2

, it follows thatβb1 = βb2 . To summarize we have
that the coefficients ofβBY

are the following:

βa = βd1
= βu11

= p, βc = βb1 = βb2 = βd2
= βu12

= q, βh1
= βh2

= p + q

whereq > p > 0. Hence the inequality(β, β0) can be written as the following convex combination:
µ(βG\BY

, γ′
BY

, γ′
0) + (1 − µ)(βG\BY

, γ′′
BY

, γ′′
0 ) whereµ = p

q
and

γ′
u = q ∀u ∈ VBY

\ {h1, h2}, γ′
h1

= γ′
h2

= 2q, and γ′
0 = β0 + q − p

γ′′
u = q ∀u ∈ VBY

\ {d1, a, u11}, γ′′
d1

= γ′′
a = γ′′

u11
= 0, and γ′′

0 = β0 − p.
(8)

We now prove that the inequalities (βG\BY
, γ′

BY
, γ′

0) and (βG\BY
, γ′′

BY
, γ′′

0 ) are valid forSTAB(G).
The maximal stable setsS of G can be partitioned into four classes depending on their intersection with
the cliquesKi, i = 1, 2:

1) S ∩ K1 6= ∅ andS ∩ K2 = ∅;
2) S ∩ K1 = ∅ andS ∩ K2 6= ∅;
3) S ∩ Ki 6= ∅ for i = 1, 2;
4) S ∩ Ki = ∅ for i = 1, 2.

Since (βG\BY
, γ′

BY
, γ′

0) and (βG\BY
, γ′′

BY
, γ′′

0 ) differ only onVBY
and on the right hand side, it suffices

to consider the values ofβ(S ∩ VBY
) for maximal stable setsS of G. Let S be of type 1) and let
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S∗ be its associated configuration onB∗
Y . We have thatβBY

(S ∩ VBY
) = 2q + p if S∗ ∈ {S5, S6},

βBY
(S ∩ VBY

) = p + q if S∗ ∈ {S1, S10, S22, S27, T2}, andβBY
(S ∩ VBY

) = 2q if S∗ ∈ {S9, S25}.
As for these solutionsβG\BY

(S \VBY
) is constant andmax{βBY

(S ∩ VBY
) : S ∩K1 6= ∅, S ∩K2 =

∅} = 2p + q, the inequality (βG\BY
, γ′

BY
, γ′

0) is satisfied by all solutions of type 1) because

γ′
BY

(S ∩VBY
) ≤ 3q = 2q + p + (q− p) = max{βBY

(S ∩VBY
) : S ∩K1 6= ∅, S ∩K2 = ∅}+ (q − p),

i.e., the left hand side of (βG\BY
, γ′

BY
, γ′

0) increases at most ofq − p with respect toβ0. Moreover, the
inequality (βG\BY

, γ′′
BY

, γ′′
0 ) is also satisfied by all solutions of type 1), because

γ′′
BY

(S ∩ VBY
) ≤ 2q = 2q + p − p = max{βBY

(S ∩ VBY
) : S ∩ K1 6= ∅, S ∩ K2 = ∅} − p,

i.e, the left hand side of (βG\BY
, γ′′

BY
, γ′′

0 ) decreases at least ofp with respect toβ0.
We can repeat similar arguments for any maximal stable setS such thatS∗ is of type 2), 3), and 4),

so proving that (βG\BY
, γ′

BY
, γ′

0) and (βG\BY
, γ′′

BY
, γ′′

0 ) are both valid forSTAB(G). Hence(β, β0) is
the convex combination of two valid inequalities, contradicting the hypothesis that it is facet defining for
STAB(G).

As the set of configurationsS3, S4, S13, S14, S19, S20, S23, S28 is closed under any of the three
symmetries and the caseS17 is not tight (S16 is not tight,S15 is not tight) is horizonthally (vertically,
diagonally, respectively) symmetric with the caseS18 is not tight, the thesis follows.

Lemma A.7. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11, u12}. Let (β, β0) be a facet
defining inequality forSTAB(G) that has full support onVBY

. If neitherS21 nor S24 is tight for(β, β0),
then(β, β0) is obtained by lifting withu11 andu12 either a proper g-lifted inequality or a proper geared
inequality that is facet defining forSTAB(G∅).

Proof. By Lemma 3.12, the solutions of typeT1, T2, T3, T4 are not tight for(β, β0). If S3 or S4 is
tight the thesis follows by Lemma A.6. So, assume thatS3 andS4 are not tight. SinceS21 andS24 are
not tight, it follows thatS11 or S12 is tight for (β, β0). In fact, if not, then every tight solution of(β, β0)
would be also tight for the lifted 5-wheel inequality supported byW2 ∪ {u11, u12}, a contradiction.

Suppose first thatS11 is tight; thenβa > βu11
andβa + βb1 > βd1

+ βu12
(sinceS21 andS24 are not

tight). It follows thatS23 is not tight (since otherwiseS23 \ {d1, u12} ∪ {b1, a} would violate(β, β0)).
If S12 is also tight thenβc > βu12

(asS24 is not tight), and soS26, S27 andS28 are not tight (as
they can be increased by substituting{u11, u12} with {a, c}), thus implying thatu12 belongs to a unique
tight configuration, namelyS25. Thus, by Lemma 3.15,(β, β0) is a sequential lifting of a facet defining
inequality forSTAB(G11) and, by Theorem 3.19, the thesis follows.

Hence we may assume thatS12 is not tight for(β, β0). Now, if S20 or S22 is tight thenβd2
> βb2

(otherwise substituting{d2, u11} with {b2, a} would lead to a violation of(β, β0)). Hence,S5 andS15

are not tight, and so every tight solution of(β, β0) is tight for the inequality supported by the clique
{a, d2, h2, u12}, a contradiction. Hence,S20, S21, andS22 are not tight. Since there must exist a tight
configuration of(β, β0) missing the clique{a, d2, h2, u12} andS12 is not tight, we have thatS5 or S15 is
tight. This implies thatβh1

≥ βu12
, βb2 ≥ βd2

, and, asS11 is tight andS12 is not tight,βa + βb1 + βb2 >
βc +βd1

+βd2
, i.e.,S14 is not tight. SinceS12, S20, andS22 are also not tight and there must exist a tight

solution of(β, β0) missing the clique{a, h1, h2, u12}, we have thatS9 is tight and soβc ≥ βh1
≥ βu12

.
It follows thatS26, S27, andS28 are not tight, since otherwiseu11 andu12 could be replaced bya andc
in all cases to provide stable sets that violate(β, β0). Hence,u11 belongs to no tight solution of(β, β0),
a contradiction.

Sinceσh(S21) = S24 andσh(S11) = S12, the case whenS12 is tight (andS11 is not tight) follows by
horizonthal symmetry.
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Theorem 4. Let G = (H,BY , e) be a geared graph withY = {u11, u12} and let(β, β0) be a facet
defining inequality forSTAB(G) that has full support onBY . Then(β, β0) is obtained by lifting with
u11 and u12 either a proper g-lifted inequality or a proper geared inequality that is facet defining for
STAB(G∅).

Proof. By Lemma A.6, ifS3 orS4 is tight then the thesis follows. So, we can assume that neitherS3 nor
S4 is tight for(β, β0). By Lemma A.7, if neitherS21 norS24 is tight then the thesis follows. By diagonal
symmetry the same holds if neitherS22 norS25 is tight. To complete the proof it suffices to consider the
following four cases that are symmetric in pairs: “bothS21 andS22 tight” that is horizonthally symmetric
to “both S24 andS25 tight”; and “bothS21 andS25 tight” that is horizonthally symmetric to “bothS22

andS24 tight”. Thus the proof consists of two nonsymmetric cases:

1. bothS21 andS22 are tight,

2. bothS21 andS25 are tight.

However, since the proofs for these two cases are very similar, we will distinguish them only on the parts
of the proof where different arguments are used. Therefore,we suppose thatS21 is tight and at least one
betweenS22 andS25 is tight.

By Lemma 3.12,T1, T2, T3, andT4 are not tight for(β, β0), while S15, S16, S17, andS18 are not tight
by Lemma 3.14.

By Lemma A.5, it suffices to consider the case whenS1 andS2 are not both tight for(β, β0). Clearly,
if S1 is tight andS2 is not tight thenS26 must be tight for(β, β0) (since otherwise the cliqueK1 ∪
{b1, d1} would never be missed by a tight solution of(β, β0)). Hence,βa + βc < βu11

+ βu12
and so

β(S1 \ {a, c} ∪ {u11, u12}) > β(S1), a contradiction. A similar argument shows that the caseS1 not
tight andS2 tight cannot occur.

Hence, we are left with the case: neitherS1 norS2 is tight for (β, β0). Since the cliquesK1 ∪{b1, d1}
andK2 ∪ {b2, d2} must be missed by at least one tight solution of(β, β0), we have that bothS26 and
S27 are tight for(β, β0). SinceS27 is tight andS1 is not,βa + βc < βu11

+ βu12
; thenS19 is not tight

because otherwiseS19 \ {a, c} ∪ {u11, u12} would violate(β, β0).
We now distinguish four cases accordingly with the tightness ofS13 andS14.

Case a.S13 andS14 are both tight.It follows thatβ(S13) + β(S14) ≥ β(S20) + β(S23), i.e.,βb1 + βa +
βb2 + βd1

+ βc + βd2
≥ βb1 + βu11

+ βd2
+ βd1

+ βu12
+ βb2 , implying thatβa + βc ≥ βu11

+ βu12
, a

contradiction.
Case b.S14 is tight andS13 is not tight.ForS14 being tight, we have thatβc + βd1

≥ βu11
+ βb1 . If S11

is tight then, sinceS2 is not,βb1 > βc and consequentlyβd1
> βu11

. ThenS26 \ {u11} ∪ {d1} violates
(β, β0). SoS11 is not tight. This implies thatS10 is tight, since it represents the only configuration
containing the nodea. As S1 is not tight, we have thatβb2 > βc and then, sinceβd2

+ βc ≥ βb2 + βu12

(asS14 is tight),βd2
> βu12

. ThenS27 \ {u12} ∪ {d2} violates(β, β0), a contradiction
Case c.S13 is tight andS14 is not tight.A contradiction follows from Case b) by diagonal symmetry.

The last case is:
Case d. NeitherS13 nor S14 is tight. Sincea andc must belong to a tight stable set, it follows that at
least a configuration in{S10, S11} and at least a configuration in{S9, S12} must be tight for(β, β0).
Suppose first thatS11 is tight and soβa = βu11

(asS21 is tight). SinceS21 andS26 are tight, and since
S21 \ {u11, b1} ∪ {a, c} = S2 is not tight, it follows thatβb1 = βu12

> βc. Thus,S12 is not tight and so
S9 is tight.

Consider now the two casesS22 tight or S25 tight. If S22 is tight thenβc = βu11
and, consequently,

βu12
> βc = βu11

= βa. Hence,S10 is not tight (otherwiseS10 \ {a} ∪ {u12} would violate(β, β0)).
Moreover, asβu11

+ βd2
> βa + βb2 = βu11

+ βb2 , thenβd2
> βb2 andS5 is not tight. Now consider

the caseS25 tight, thenβu12
+ βb2 = βc + βd2

(asS9 is tight) and, asβu12
> βc, βd2

> βb2 andS5
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is not tight; hence,S10 is not tight (otherwiseS10 \ {a, b2} ∪ {u11, d2} would violate(β, β0)) and then
βu12

> βa = βu11
.

Hence, ifS22 or S25 is tight then bothS5 andS10 are not tight andβu12
> βu11

. Moreover, since
βu11

+ βb1 ≥ βu12
+ βd1

(asS21 is tight) andβu12
> βu11

, we have thatβb1 > βd1
, thus implying that

S8 is not tight for(β, β0). If S23 is tight, thenβd1
+ βu12

+ βb2 > βb1 + βa + βb2 (asS13 is not tight),
i.e.,βd1

+ βu12
> βb1 + βa = βb1 + βu11

, a contradiction; thusS23 is not tight.
To summarize we are left with only12 configurations which might be tight for(β, β0): S6, S7, S9, S11,

S20, S21, S22, S24, S25, S26, S27, S28. As (β, β0) is a facet defining inequality, then the incidence vectors
of the tight configurations must define a matrix with rank equal to 12 by Proposition 3.10. Therefore the
above configurations are all tight for(β, β0).

Claim 1. (β, β0) is a convex combination of a valid inequality(βG\BY
, γ′

BY
, γ′

0) with γ′
u = q for all

u ∈ VBY
and a valid inequality of type(βG\BY

, γ′′
BY

, γ′′
0 ) with γ′′

u = q if u ∈ {b1, d2, u12} andγ′′
u = 0 if

u ∈ VBY
\ {b1, d2, u12}, whereq > 0.

Notice that nowS22 andS9 are both tight, so from the above considerationsβa = βu11
= βc, βb1 =

βu12
(S21 andS26 tight), andβu12

> βu11
. Moreover, sinceS6 andS9 are both tight, thenβh1

= βc;
sinceS25 andS27 are both tight, thenβu11

= βb2 ; sinceS7 andS11 are both tight, thenβa = βh2
; since

S7 andS24 are both tight, thenβb1 + βh2
= βd1

+ βu12
, i.e.,βh2

= βd1
; sinceS9 andS25 are both tight,

thenβc + βd2
= βb2 + βu12

, i.e.,βu12
= βd2

. Summing up, we have that

βa = βc = βu11
= βh1

= βh2
= βb2 = βd1

= p, βu12
= βb1 = βd2

= q,

whereq > p > 0. Hence the inequality(β, β0) can be written as the following convex combination:
µ(βG\BY

, γ′
BY

, γ′
0) + (1 − µ)(βG\BY

, γ′′
BY

, γ′′
0 ) whereµ = p

q
and

γ′
u = q ∀u ∈ VBY

and γ′
0 = β0 + q − p

γ′′
u = q ∀u ∈ {b1, d2, u12}, γ′′

u = 0 ∀u ∈ VBY
\ {b1, d2, u12}, and γ′′

0 = β0 − p.
(9)

We now prove that the inequalities (βG\BY
, γ′

BY
, γ′

0) and (βG\BY
, γ′′

BY
, γ′′

0 ) are valid forSTAB(G).
The maximal stable setsS of G can be partitioned into four classes depending on their intersection with
the cliquesKi, i = 1, 2:

1) S ∩ K1 6= ∅ andS ∩ K2 = ∅;
2) S ∩ K1 = ∅ andS ∩ K2 6= ∅;
3) S ∩ Ki 6= ∅ for i = 1, 2;
4) S ∩ Ki = ∅ for i = 1, 2.

Since (βG\BY
, γ′

BY
, γ′

0) and (βG\BY
, γ′′

BY
, γ′′

0 ) differ only onVBY
and on the right hand side, it suffices

to consider the values ofβ(S ∩ VBY
) for maximal stable setsS of G . Let S be of type 1) and letS∗ be

its associated configuration onB∗
Y . We have thatβBY

(S∩VBY
) = q+p if S∗ ∈ {S6, S9, S22, S25, S27},

βBY
(S ∩ VBY

) = 2p if S∗ ∈ {S1, S5, S10}, andβBY
(S ∩ VBY

) = p if S∗ ∈ {T2}.
As for these solutionsβG\BY

(S \VBY
) is constant andmax{βBY

(S ∩ VBY
) : S ∩K1 6= ∅, S ∩K2 =

∅} = p + q, the inequality (βG\BY
, γ′

BY
, γ′

0) is satisfied by all solutions of type 1) because

γ′
BY

(S ∩ VBY
) ≤ 2q = q + p + (q − p) = max{βBY

(S ∩ VBY
) : S ∩K1 6= ∅, S ∩K2 = ∅}+ (q − p),

i.e., the left hand side of (βG\BY
, γ′

BY
, γ′

0) increases at most ofq − p with respect toβ0. Moreover, the
inequality (βG\BY

, γ′′
BY

, γ′′
0 ) is satisfied by all solutions of type 1), because

γ′′
BY

(S ∩ VBY
) ≤ q = q + p − p = max{βBY

(S ∩ VBY
) : S ∩ K1 6= ∅, S ∩ K2 = ∅} − p,

i.e, the left hand side of (βG\BY
, γ′′

BY
, γ′′

0 ) decreases at least ofp with respect toβ0.
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We can repeat similar arguments for any maximal stable setS such thatS∗ is of type 2), 3), and 4), so
proving that (βG\BY

, γ′
BY

, γ′
0) and (βG\BY

, γ′′
BY

, γ′′
0 ) are both valid forSTAB(G). Hence(β, β0) is the

convex combination of two valid inequalities. (End of Claim 1)
As a consequence of the above claim we have that(β, β0) is not facet defining, a contradiction.
ThereforeS11 is not tight andS10 is tight. This implies thatβa + βb2 ≥ βu12

+ βb2 , i.e.,βa ≥ βu12
.

As S27 is tight andS1 is not tight, thenβu11
+ βu12

> βa + βc; it follows that βu11
> βc, S9 is

not tight and consequentlyS12 is tight. SinceS21 andS12 are tight, thenβd1
+ βc = βb1 + βu11

, thus
βd1

> βb1 , i.e.,S7 is not tight andS8 is tight because it is the unique solution that containsh2. Moreover,
βb1 + βu11

+ βd2
= βd1

+ βc + βd2
; then, asS14 is not tight, the same holds forS20. SinceS21 is tight

andS11 is not tight, thenβu11
> βa. As S10 is tight andS10 \ {a, b2} ∪ {u11, d2} is feasible, then

βa + βb2 ≥ βu11
+ βd2

; consequentlyβb2 > βd2
, S6 is not tight andS5 is tight (because it is the only

solution containingh1).
To summarize we are left with only12 configurations which might be tight:S5, S8, S10, S12, S21, S22,

S23, S24, S25, S26, S27, S28. As (β, β0) is a facet defining inequality, then the incidence vectors ofthe
tight configurations must define a matrix with rank equal to12. Therefore the above configurations are
all tight for (β, β0).

Claim 2. (β, β0) is a convex combination of an inequality(βG\BY
, γ′

BY
, γ′

0) with γ′
u = q for all

u ∈ VBY
and an inequality of type(βG\BY

, γ′′
BY

, γ′′
0 ) with γ′′

u = q if u ∈ {d1, b2, u11} andγ′′
u = 0 if

u ∈ VBY
\ {d1, b2, u11}, whereq > 0.

The claim follows from Claim 1 by horizonthal symmetry. (End of Claim 2)
As a consequence of the previous claims, we have that also Case d) yields a contradiction. Thus the
theorem follows.
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